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Foreword

C

onstructed ponds are a captivating combination of engineering, water flow, biology, aesthetics, and recreation. Hundreds of thousands
of ponds of all shapes and sizes dot the rural landscape
of the United States. Look at any aerial photograph of
the countryside, and you will begin to note all the different places water is impounded for private use and
management. From personally dug ponds of a few
hundred square feet, to major construction projects
of three or four acres (beyond which the body of water would be better termed a “lake”), these landscape
features provide fishing, natural beauty, swimming,
water for irrigation and fire suppression, storm water
retention, wildlife habitat, canoeing, ice skating, and
many other activities and purposes.
Ponds have been part of the human landscape for
centuries. The earliest purpose for intentionally impounding water was to cultivate fish in ancient Asian,
Middle Eastern, and Roman settlements. In the United
States, ponds were built primarily for agriculture in
early settlement times. In the nineteenth century, ponds
consisted of dammed streams and excavated wetlands,
and were usually used to provide more dependable
water for livestock or crop irrigation. Artificial springfed ponds for fish production came about in the late
1800s. During the twentieth century, the purpose of
pond development in some regions turned from agriculture uses to private outdoor recreation uses such
as fishing, swimming, and landscape enhancement on
country property.

1. Historically, ponds served as a source of water for farms
and livestock.
figure

In recent decades, many landowners have constructed
new ponds, each with unique characteristics. The
pond you own (or hope to own someday) has its own
special features. Your specific management practices
are likely to be different from those at a neighboring
pond. Even adjacent ponds on a single property probably have different management needs.
Ponds are built to provide a certain value to the
landowner. Some of these values are economic—such
as to provide irrigation water for a consistent crop or
healthy livestock or to raise fishing bait for sale. Real
estate value is often enhanced by the presence of a
well-maintained pond. Other ponds are built for their
recreation value—the landowner wants a place to swim,
fish, or study nature. Some ponds are built for no other
reason than their intrinsic attractiveness as a country
1
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figure

2. An adult dragonfly emerges from its aquatic phase on
the stem of a rush.

figure

landscape feature. In addition, some ponds have very
specialized uses, such as storm water retention, wetland mitigation, or religious ceremonies. As a pond
ages and matures, its owners will use it for a variety
of purposes. As you will see, your planned use of your
pond will affect your management decisions.
In his 1947 book Fish Ponds for the Farm, Frank
C. Edminster summarized the allure of ponds in a
poignant passage:

This guidebook addresses many common concerns
related to ponds. It is intended for owners of recreational ponds as well as owners of livestock and
irrigation ponds on farms. Pond ownership can be
very enjoyable, even with the modest amount of work
needed to keep the pond functioning well. This book
provides guidelines for developing and maintaining
ponds. More importantly, it will help you understand
the natural processes that make ponds a special part
of the rural landscape.
As you consider your management options, you will
make choices that are specific to your pond. However,
making mistakes in pond management can affect
many water users and wildlife habitats downstream
and downhill, usually via surface water flow. In an
effort to protect environmental quality, all guidelines
in this book recognize that water is a shared resource
that extends beyond the boundaries of individual
landowners’ property.
This book is divided into six chapters, starting in
chapter 1 with an orientation to the various aspects
of pond management. This chapter also explains parameters of pond water quality, such as temperature,
nutrients, bacteria, and dissolved oxygen. It provides
an important list of measurements you should record
and keep to improve your decisions year after year.
Chapter 2 reviews the basic principles of pond construction and management. Although this chapter
describes how ponds should be built, it also notes
that local laws and site conditions are variable and
that the use of local professional assistance is a key
aspect of successful pond development. Chapter 2 also

Certain intangibles beyond the measurement of
money are the reasons why ponds are popular; they
are why more and more people want to build them.
In a thimble, it is the measure of better living that
the pond contributes, the satisfaction of enjoying
its beauty and its life. A pond is a fascinating scene
through the seasons. It seems almost to create its
own sense of being alive. The spring peepers that
appear out of nowhere to fill the first days of the new
season with lusty song; the dragonflies that hover,
like helicopters not needing a rotor blade, over the
water to catch any mosquito that has escaped the
fish; the tree swallows nesting in the birdhouse
on the pole, which swoop so gracefully through
the warm summer air; the eery, gray mists that
rise from the pond surface in the dawn of a cool
autumn morn; the sealing blanket of ice and snow
that comes with winter, preserving the virtues of the
pond for another year; these and countless other
vignettes of the pond, are amenities that make the
pond invaluable.

2
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provides guidelines for solving common maintenance
problems like discolored or turbid water, low water
levels, dissolved oxygen depletion, and the deterioration of spillways.
Pond fish management is described in detail in chapter 3, which covers the nature of fishery development
in both warmwater and coldwater ponds, stocking
recommendations, and details about which species
are suitable for your pond. Determining the right
balance of fish for your pond is usually a process of
trial and error, because specific pond conditions and
habitats are variable.
Chapter 4 addresses how to make decisions about
aquatic weed control, one of the most common concerns among pond owners. It outlines the benefits
of pond vegetation and how to know if a particular
species or type of plant or algae is out of control. Vegetation types and control methods for each type are
described in detail.
Wildlife is the focus of chapter 5—from developing
features and structures that benefit aquatic organisms
to managing nuisance wildlife and waterfowl. The

emergence of wildlife is an inevitable occurrence in
every pond. Though some species, such as thrumming frogs, are treasured, other species—muskrats,
beavers, geese, and even herons, for example—may
cause problems for pond owners.
Chapter 6 provides recommendations for safety and
recreation around ponds, including testing for stable
ice, setting up a pond safety station, and dealing with
trespassers. It also includes basic guidelines for beach
development.
Throughout each chapter, diagrams and sidebars
suggest remedies for some of the more common problems that pond owners face. These remedies have
been generalized for a large geographic area—the
Northeast, Mid-Atlantic, and Great Lakes regions.
Some suggested treatments lack specific details because
environmental laws vary from state to state. Use these
guidelines to shape and narrow down your plans, and
get local recommendations from your county cooperative extension office, soil and water conservation
district, state environmental agency, or a qualified
natural resource consultant.

FOREWORD
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1

Getting to Know
Your Pond

Choosing Goals for Your Pond

pond. Ponds can increase the appraised value of country properties. Many people enjoy the view of water
features and watching the day-to-day changes in a
pond’s character (figure 1.2, see page 7). The surface of a
pond reflects surrounding forests and can enhance the
view of a sunset. If you own a pond that enhances the
look of your property, consider yourself very fortunate.
A small amount of landscaping and maintenance can
further improve the pond’s appearance. The initial
location of the pond and a design that allows for an
adequate supply of water to the pond are essential
in order to maximize the aesthetic enjoyment of the
pond.
Ponds reflect many of nature’s wonders—flowers,
edible plants, splashing water, wind ripples, animal
tracks, bright sunshine, and seasonal sounds. To provide a good opportunity for enjoying nature, develop
a firm path around your pond that includes access to
the pond edge. This edge should be stable and well
drained. Some pond owners reinforce their pond edge
enjoyment area with rot-proof boards made of locust,
larch, white cedar, or cypress wood.

T

he idea of setting goals for a pond often
strikes people as unusual. However, educators, technicians, pond product suppliers,
and contractors frequently ask how you expect to
use your pond before they provide any remedies or
solutions. Aside from the natural beauty of a pond,
think about the different ways that ponds can be
utilized—such as for recreation, wildlife interest, or
agricultural applications. Determining the primary
uses for your pond is critical because it will affect all
other decisions made regarding the proper management
of your pond. Carefully consider things you would
like to do in or near your pond for years to come.
   As a pond owner, you should not expect a pond to
serve all possible functions equally. A pond intended for
livestock irrigation might be unsuitable for swimming.
Likewise, a pond dug just to enhance the looks of a
country cabin might not be suitable for aquaculture.
Figure 1.1 (see page 6) shows the most common uses
cited in a survey of several hundred private pond owners in Pennsylvania. Numbers indicate the percentage
of respondents that consider the use to be important
for their pond. Each of the pond uses is discussed
below.

Fishing — 51 percent

Many ponds have been built and are managed solely
for fishing. Fifty-one percent of the interviewed pond
owners in Pennsylvania chose fishing as a primary use
for their pond. Fish can grow in abundance if a pond
is managed properly. Bass, trout, and sunfish each
provide exciting recreation and satisfying sounds as

Aesthetic Improvement — 57 percent

Pond owners most often cite aesthetic improvement
or enjoyment of nature as a primary use for their
5
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they leap to the surface. Ponds used for fishing should
have relatively deep areas, an undulating bottom,
plants that provide cover, and access points to get near
the water without tangling lines in nearby weeds or
branches. Make sure safety equipment and a first-aid kit
are available for common fishing-related injuries. Ponds
also offer anglers opportunities for ice fishing. Chapter
4 provides details about fish management in ponds.

fires elsewhere in your community. One advantage
of equipping your pond to provide fire protection is
the possibility of reducing your home insurance premiums, although this is increasingly uncommon as
rates are often based on distance from the fire station
rather than access to a pond. Nevertheless, it would be
worthwhile to inquire with your home insurance carrier
about their policy regarding ponds for fire suppression.

Attracting Wildlife — 39 percent

Swimming — 20 percent

Attracting wildlife is a rapidly increasing use of private ponds. Ponds are sensational for attracting many
kinds of wildlife. Frogs, insects, fish, snakes, birds, and
some mammals are drawn to ponds to satisfy their
need for water. To make your pond ideal for wildlife,
make sure it has a mix of pond-edge plants, nearby
trees, plants growing in the water, and unmown areas
on the banks. Most wildlife prefers to be concealed,
so if you mow the entire pond edge, the attractive
habitat will be lost.

Fire Protection — 27 percent

Many ponds were originally created in the 1950s and
1960s to provide fire protection. In rural areas lacking
water mains and hydrants, water to fight structural
and wild fires is frequently drawn from ponds. If you
intend to use your pond for fire suppression, plan on
creating a location for heavy vehicles to obtain the
water in both summer and winter (figure 1.3, see page
7). Dry hydrants (a special access pipe for year-round
use) and floating pumps can be used, but you should
make sure your local fire officials approve the site
for this use. Your pond might also supply water for
6
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One of the classic uses of ponds is to simply jump
in and cool off on a warm summer day. Although
pond swimming is not everyone’s idea of fun, nearly
all country dwellers have taken a dip in a fish pond
at some point in their lives. Unfortunately, the use of
ponds appears to have waned as access to swimming
pools has increased. If you want to use your pond for
swimming, weed and leech control will probably be
important to you. Also, pond swimmers tend to prefer
pond bottoms that are not full of squishy muck. The
banks should be sloped gently to allow easy and safe
access to the pond. Many pond swimmers like to jump
from docks and rafts, but only if the water is sufficiently
deep during the summer. Pond waders seek areas
where their footing will be secure and visible. Wading
is a good activity for very young children and adults
together. This activity often leads pond owners to add
or improve a beach-like area with a sandy bottom.
All swimming ponds should have safety equipment
readily available. A rescue post should be installed next
to swimming ponds; it should include basic safety devices like a long pole, a life ring/pull line, an air horn,
and emergency procedures and phone numbers.
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Animal Drinking Water — 10 percent

In addition to fire protection, many ponds were
originally constructed to provide a source of water for
farm animals. Pastured livestock need supplemental
water, and ponds can meet this purpose very well.
Livestock owners should fence hoofed animals out
of ponds, and the water should be delivered from the
pond to an animal watering area, keeping the pond
available for other uses. Many systems can be used
to move water from the pond to a watering area for
livestock. One simple design is to run a pipe over the
dike to provide water to a trough below the pond.
Water can also be siphoned into a trough lower than
the intake. High levels of bacteria are often found in
ponds into which livestock enter directly and possibly
defecate; these ponds should never be used for swimming or other activities in which humans come into
contact with the water.

1.2. Ponds provide a source of beauty and wildlife discovery
to many people in rural areas.
figure

Irrigation — 10 percent

With regional droughts over the past fifteen years,
ponds have increasingly been used for supplemental
irrigation of farm crops and home gardens, even where
it was once considered unnecessary. Applying water
during important stages of plant growth will make a
big difference in how well crops grow. The challenge
of irrigation is related to the distance between the
pond and the crop. If the pond is downhill, pumps
and filters (or strong backs) will be necessary to make
irrigation practical. If the pond is uphill, a primed
pipe (filled completely with water) can siphon water
without pumps. Aquatic herbicides can damage crops
and should be restricted in ponds used for irrigation
of gardens or crops. Use aquatic chemicals only in
accordance with label directions.

1.3. Ponds can be a source of water for fire protection only
if designed and maintained to do so.
figure

Miscellaneous Uses — 3 percent

In addition to the popular pond uses mentioned
above, individual ponds are sometimes constructed and
used in many other ways. In the winter, rural ponds
can be used for skating, hockey, ringette, and other ice
sports. If your pond will be used for these purposes,
you should equip it for safety, snow removal, and ice
surface renovation. Better water quality means better
ice, so eliminate any sources of silt, floating particles,
or chemicals that might cause unstable ice. Devise

figure 1.4. Detention basins are built as specialized ponds to reduce
excessive water flow into streams and rivers.

methods to remove rafts or docks before the water
freezes. Many ponds in urban or suburban areas have
been built exclusively for flood control or storm water
collection. These detention ponds are usually shallow
GET TING TO KNOW YOUR POND
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1.5. Land uses near ponds often affect pond water quality.

and collect water unsuitable for fishing, swimming,
or drinking. They can make backyards more pleasing
and might attract many forms of wildlife. However,
the fact that these ponds are designed to receive large
quantities of potentially polluted runoff makes them
especially difficult to manage for other uses (figure
1.4, see page 7).

Pond Assessment

If you want to make good choices regarding the
management of your pond, first assess the current
features of your pond, including physical (size), chemical (water quality), and biological (living organisms)
factors. Take some time to become familiar with your
pond and fill out the Pond Assessment Form in Appendix A. The results of this assessment, along with
the information presented in the following sections of
this book, will assist you in making educated decisions
about pond management that will create a pond that
meets your objectives. You may be able to get assistance
in assessing your pond through various local experts,
including private pond consultants and personnel in
the following government agencies:
• U.S. Department of Agriculture, Natural
Resources Conservation Service (NRCS)
8
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• County soil and water conservation district
• County cooperative extension
• State natural resources or environmental
conservation agency
• State wildlife and/or fisheries agency

Your Pond Watershed

Your pond is adjacent to an area of land that contributes water to it—called the “pond watershed.” Water
drains downhill from this land area into the pond
through streams, springs, or surface runoff. The size
of the pond watershed depends on the source of water
for the pond. Understanding your pond watershed is
important because any activities within this land area
can affect your pond’s condition.
Constructing a pond in an undisturbed area or
minimizing disturbance and detrimental land use
changes within the pond watershed will help to ensure
a high-quality pond environment. As part of your pond
assessment, note all of the land uses and activities
that occur within the pond watershed (figure 1.5). If
the pond watershed is small, simply walking around
the land area uphill from the pond will allow you to
document potential sources of pollution. For larger
pond watersheds, you may need to drive around the
watershed or visit your local government planning
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1.6. A buffer strip captures and filters surface water before
it runs into the pond.
figure

office to view maps of existing land use and proposals
for future changes. As you assess land uses around your
pond, pay close attention to the following potential
sources of pollutants:
• Ditches, parking areas, and roads
• Household septic systems
• Fertilizer applications at farms or on lawns and
landscaped areas
• Exposed soil that may erode into the pond
• Drainage from roof gutters, driveways, and
basements
• Animal waste and manure applications (including excessive goose droppings around the pond)
• Agricultural or lawn pesticide use, including
airborne drift
• Barnyards or feedlots
• Other upstream ponds that have become degraded or mismanaged
Knowing the surrounding land uses and activities
is important background for the selection of water
quality parameters to measure in your pond, which will
be discussed later in this chapter. If possible, care should
be taken to eliminate or reduce activities that could
pollute your pond. Although some sources of pollution
are unavoidable, being aware of their presence will
help you understand potential problems in your pond.
      Note whether your pond is surrounded by a buffer
zone. A buffer zone is a strip of unmown grass and
untrimmed trees and shrubs around the pond that
provide a natural barrier between surrounding activities and the pond (figure 1.6). It captures and filters

surface water to reduce gradual sediment and pollutant contamination in the pond. The appropriate
width of a buffer zone varies according to the slope
steepness, proximity to polluting activities, and type
of vegetation. For gentle slopes (less than 1 percent)
around a pond, a simple four- to ten-foot wide strip
of unmown grass will significantly reduce nutrient
and sediment runoff to the pond. Where slopes are
steeper or pollution sources are close to the pond, a
buffer strip width of fifty feet or more may be needed
to effectively protect the pond.
Another way to protect pond water quality is to
develop a small wetland buffer where the water source
enters the pond. Wetlands can be extremely effective
at removing sediment and pollutants from streams,
springs, or surface runoff before they enter the pond.
In extreme cases, some pond owners have even constructed a smaller pond to capture and settle out sediment before it enters their primary recreational pond.

Pond Water Sources

The water flowing through a pond can originate from
a variety of sources. Many ponds are constructed to take
advantage of natural groundwater springs and seeps.
These springs may enter the pond from beneath the
water level or they may flow into the pond from surrounding areas. Springs usually provide groundwater
at a nearly constant temperature near 50°F. Depending
on the amount of cool water that the springs deliver to
the pond and the surface area and depth of the pond,
springs may be capable of sustaining pond water temperatures below 70°F even during hot summer months.
Similarly, these springs can reduce the ice cover on a
portion of the pond, thus easing winter fish kills. Ponds
may also be constructed near surface streams, with all
or part of the stream flow diverted through the pond.
Keep in mind that diverting the water from a surface
stream often requires a permit. In addition, the quality
of water in a pond fed by a surface stream is greatly
influenced by the quality of stream water. Most pond
owners have little control over what flows into their
pond from a large stream. Distant activities such as
home construction and farming might affect a large
stream watershed. Ponds fed by a surface stream may
support coldwater or warmwater fish, depending on
the incoming stream water and the size of the pond.
Finally, if other sources of water are unavailable,
GET TING TO KNOW YOUR POND
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a pond may be constructed in a low area to capture
water that runs off the land surrounding the pond. In
general, ten to twenty acres of land area are needed to
provide enough surface runoff for a one-acre pond.
Regardless of the source of water, the amount of water
flowing into and out of the pond can affect the overall health of the pond. Ponds with sources that are
prone to drying up and ponds that rely entirely on
periodic runoff may experience significant water-level
fluctuations and stagnant water during dry weather
conditions. Water quality may also suffer in ponds that
receive rapid surface runoff during storms and little
or no water otherwise. These ponds would most likely
have higher summer water temperatures and possibly
higher nutrient and sediment pollutants from direct
runoff. Warm water and excess nutrients often lead to
significant algae blooms every year.

Pond Inspections

Every pond owner should perform a thorough pond
inspection every spring and fall to ensure that problems are identified before they become serious. The
following common structural components deserve
regular inspections:

Dam or Dike
Many ponds have a dike, low dam, or embankment
structure. The dam should be inspected for any obvious signs of erosion. Cut any small trees or shrubs
to prevent leaks from root growth. Trees should not
be planted along the dam or dike. If they are already
present, they should be left alone or trimmed down
to maintain a small profile; killing them could cause
leaks to develop as their roots decay. In addition, look
along the banks for evidence of muskrat activity, such
as burrows that could develop into leaks. Inspect the
downstream face of the dam for wet areas that might
signal the beginnings of a leak.
Spillway
A spillway directs water around, under, or through
a dike in a predictably safe manner. All ponds, even if
dug into the ground, have a spillway. Many constructed
dike ponds also have an auxiliary or emergency spillway. Auxiliary spillways are required as part of new
pond construction in some states. The purpose of this
secondary spillway is to direct high water out of the
10
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pond before it can breach the dam, if the main spillway
becomes blocked. An earthen auxiliary spillway should
be stabilized with vegetation or reinforced with stone
to prevent erosion. Any signs of erosion should be
repaired and debris should be removed. If the pond
is correctly designed and constructed, the auxiliary
spillway should experience pond water outflow only
in rare situations.

Overflow Pipe
Some ponds have a vertical metal or plastic pipe in
the pond that allows for drainage and controls the water
level. The top of the overflow pipe should be inspected
frequently—especially after storms—to ensure that
floating debris is removed and water is flowing freely
through the pipe. The outlet of the pipe should also
be inspected for blockage, debris accumulation, and
excess erosion.
Fence and Signs
Fences and signs are often used to exclude animals
or people from the pond. Both should be routinely
checked to make sure they are in place and visible. An
electric fence should not be installed near the pond
because of the electric shock hazard and the possible
loss of current to the water.
Water Level
Leaks are a rather common pond problem. All ponds
lose some water due to seepage through the soil and
surface evaporation. However, major leaks can cause
the pond level to drop dramatically, so monitor the
water level routinely. If the water level drops below
the overflow pipe, it could indicate a developing leak.
Keep in mind that ponds that are fed entirely by surface
runoff may have low water levels during dry periods.
Evaporation alone can cause the water level to drop
somewhat in a short period of time. Maximum evaporation will occur during warm, windy days with low
humidity. If you suspect a leak, consult the next chapter
of this book for guidelines.
Roads and Parking Pads
If your pond was constructed to provide fire protection, it is important to regularly inspect roads and
parking pads around the pond to allow for fire truck
access. Ponds are often the only sources of water for
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1.7. A roughly rectangular pond is measured by taking six
widths (Lines a–f ) and four lengths (Lines 1– 4).
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fighting fires in rural areas. A dry hydrant should be
accessible by large fire vehicles year-round. Consult
with your local fire department about construction
requirements for access to the dry hydrant. The dry
hydrant intake should be at least two feet below the
water surface (preferably more) to ensure that enough
water can be pumped from the pond when needed.
Keep aquatic vegetation, sediment, and debris away
from the intake end of the hydrant, and remove vegetation around the truck access area. In the winter,
be sure to plow snow from roads to maintain access.
Reflective signs help the fire department locate the
hydrant at night and in inclement weather.

Assessing Pond Physical Features

It is important to know the exact size of your pond.
Many pond owners guess that their pond is much
bigger than it actually is. Exact pond size and volume measurements are critical to pond management
activities such as weed control. The sections below
describe how to measure both the surface area and
the volume of your pond.

Calculating Pond Surface Area

The importance of getting an accurate measure of
your pond surface area cannot be overstated. The
amount of effort needed to estimate your pond’s surface
area is directly related to the pond’s shape and uniformity. The simplest method, using basic equations for
common shapes, can be applied if your pond closely

resembles a circle, square, rectangle, or trapezoid:
• A circular pond shape can be estimated by measuring the distance around the pond shoreline
in feet. Square the shoreline distance and divide
by 547,390 to get the pond area in acres. For
example, a circular pond that is 450 feet around
the shoreline would have an area = 450 feet ×
450 feet / 547,390, or 0.37 acres.
• A rectangular or square shape is estimated by
simply measuring the length and width of the
pond sides in feet. Multiply the length by the
width to get the square feet of surface area. This
value can be converted to acres by dividing by
43,560 sq. ft. per acre. For example, a pond that
measures 300 feet long and 150 feet wide would
have an area = 300 feet × 150 feet = 45,000 sq.
ft., or 1.03 acres.
• Trapezoid ponds are roughly rectangular in
shape but have one side that is significantly
shorter than the other. The area of this shape is
best estimated using a formula for a trapezoid—
that is, by taking the average length of the two
unequal sides and multiplying by the width of
the pond. For example, a pond that is 200 feet
long on one side, 300 feet long on the opposite
side, and 100 feet wide would be = 250 feet ×
100 feet or 25,000 sq. ft.. This would be equal
to 25,000 sq. ft. / 43,560 sq. ft. per acre, or 0.57
acres.
GET TING TO KNOW YOUR POND
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1.8. An irregular-shaped pond divided into ten trapezoids.

Many ponds have an irregular shape so that the
surface area cannot be estimated adequately using
the formulas above. In such cases, there are two other
methods that can be used, depending on the degree
of accuracy you desire.

Average Length and Width
Take numerous measurements to determine the
average length and average width of the pond. Make
certain that you get both the longest and the shortest
distances for your calculation of the average length
and that you get both the widest and the narrowest
distances for determining the average width. The more
measurements you make, the more accurate your result
will be. The area is then calculated by multiplying the
average width by the average length. If you take your
measurements in feet, your result will be in square feet.
You can convert square feet into acres by dividing it
by 43,560 sq. ft. per acre. Depending on the number of
width and length measurements made, the final area
will be within about 20 percent of the actual area.
In the example drawn in figure 1.7 (see page 11), a
roughly rectangular pond is measured by taking six
widths (Lines a–f) and four lengths (Lines 1–4).
• Widths: Line A = 107 feet, B = 87 feet, C = 130
feet, D = 159 feet, E = 135 feet, F = 148 feet
• The average width is:
(107+87+130+159+135+148) / 6 = 128 feet
12
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159'

• Lengths: Line 1 = 272 feet, 2 = 257 feet,
3 = 186 feet, 4 = 165 feet
• The average length is:
(272+257+186+165) / 4 = 220 feet
• Therefore, the area of the pond is:
128 feet × 220 feet = 28,160 sq. ft.
• 28,160 sq. ft. divided by 43,560 sq. ft. per acre =
0.65 acres

Multiple Trapezoids
This method requires more measurement and effort,
but the final area estimate will probably be within 5–10
percent of the actual pond area. Using this method,
we divide the pond into multiple trapezoids. A new
trapezoid is defined anywhere the shoreline makes a
rapid change in direction. Figure 1.8 shows the same
pond divided into seven trapezoids. Note that instead
of horizontal transects, this method requires measurement of the distance between each vertical transect.
Taking this measurement would be easiest to do during
winter when the pond is frozen and transects could
be easily laid out and measured.
The trapezoid areas can be calculated from left to
right as follows:
Trapezoid 1 = (80+108 / 2) × 20 = 1,880 sq. ft.
Trapezoid 2 = (108+88 / 2) × 48 = 4,704 sq. ft.
Trapezoid 3 = (88+134 / 2) × 46 = 5,106 sq. ft.
Trapezoid 4 = (134+163 / 2) × 43 = 6,386 sq. ft.
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Trapezoid 5 = (163+137 / 2) × 70 = 10,500 sq. ft.
Trapezoid 6 = (137+159 / 2) × 42 = 6,216 sq. ft.
Summing the trapezoid areas gives us 34,792 sq. ft.
or 0.80 acres.

The volume of water in the pond (in acre-feet) is
calculated by multiplying the pond area (0.8 acres)
by the average pond depth in feet (5.64 feet). In this
example, the pond has 4.5 acre-feet of water. One acrefoot of water is equal to 325,851 gallons.

Pond Depth and Volume Measurement

Pond Water Quality

The volume of water in ponds is often expressed in
units called “acre-feet.” An acre-foot represents one
surface acre that is one foot deep. To calculate the
acre-feet of water in a pond, you will need the surface
area in acres as calculated above. You will also need to
get some depth measurements from the pond. This is
most often done by measuring the pond depth along
two transects—one along the width and one along
the length. Be sure to pick transects that represent
the shallow and deep portions of the pond. Depths
can be measured easily from a canoe or boat using a
weight and a string. The more depth measures that
you make, the more accurate your final average will
be. For typical ponds with a bowl-shaped bottom, the
average depth can be also estimated by multiplying 0.4
by the maximum measured depth.
In this example (figure 1.9), pond depths were taken
at six locations across the pond length and five locations across the pond width. The average pond depth
can be calculated as the average of all of these measurements.
Average depth = (2+4+7+10+8+3+2+5+12+7+2) /
11 = 5.64 feet

Pond water quality is critical to almost all the ways
you use your pond. Both natural processes and human
activities control and affect water quality in a pond.
Natural factors such as the source and amount of fresh
water entering the pond and the types of rock and soil
in the pond watershed will influence many aspects
of water quality. These natural factors are difficult to
control and usually are not the source of problems.
Most serious water quality problems in ponds originate
from detrimental land uses or human activities in or
near the pond. The effects of these activities can be
minimized through proper watershed management
and early detection of problems through testing.
As with all pond management decisions, consider the
primary uses of your pond to determine which water
quality factors are of greatest concern. For example, a
pond used to supply drinking water for animals should
be tested differently than a pond used exclusively for
fishing. Table 1.1 (see page 14) shows some of the common uses of ponds and the associated water quality
factors that are of greatest concern.
Unfortunately, water quality problems are quite
common in private ponds. A 1998 survey of 557 pond
GET TING TO KNOW YOUR POND
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table

1.1. Pond Uses and Associated Water Quality Factors

Pond Use

Important Water Quality Factors

Swimming/wading

Bacteria, turbidity (cloudiness), parasites

Fishing

Temperature, dissolved oxygen, pH, pesticides, herbicides

Aestheitc Beauty

Turbidity

Irrigation

Aquatic herbicides, pH, metals, turbidity

Animal Drinking Water

Bacteria, pH, metals, nitrate, blue-green algae, pesticides, herbicides

Note: Levels of nutrients in the pond, including nitrogen and phosphorus, can affect all pond uses by causing excessive growth of
aquatic plants and algae.

owners in Pennsylvania found that about 10 percent had
experienced obvious water quality problems, ranging
from muddy water to fish kills from oxygen levels too
low to support fish life. Many water quality prob-lems
are not obvious and only appear when symptoms of
poor water quality—such as excess algae, dead fish, or
unhappy swimmers—arise. Understanding each of the
important water quality parameters and how to test
for and interpret them is very important to preventing
and identifying potential problems in your pond.

Testing Pond Water

The survey of private pond owners in Pennsylvania
showed that the majority of pond owners had never
tested any water quality parameters in their pond.
Water quality problems are usually discovered when
they become severe enough to cause problems like
fish kills or excessive plant growth. Pond owners often
shy away from testing water quality because of the
perceived expense, but most parameters can be tested
with simple, inexpensive kits available at pet stores or
swimming pool stores or online.
The first step is to identify the uses of your pond, and
then test the water for the factors that are important
for that use (from table 1.1). Test kits for most pond
water quality parameters, such as the one shown in
figure 1.10, can be purchased locally or on-line from
one of the following manufacturers:
• LaMotte Company: www.lamotte.com
• Hach Company: www.hach.com
• Taylor Technologies:
www.taylortechnologies.com
14
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Although water test kits are usually good enough,
some factors and circumstances call for testing by a
certified commercial water-testing laboratory. For example, if water is being tested as part of a legal dispute,
the testing should only be done by a certified laboratory.
A list of the laboratories in your state may be available
from your local cooperative extension, soil and water
conservation district office, local health departments,
or state natural resources agency.

Water Temperature
Water temperature is one of the most basic and
critical factors affecting fish and other aquatic life in
ponds. Ponds that are generously fed from underground
springs tend to have colder water zones that can support coldwater fish such as trout. Ponds fed by surface
streams or runoff tend to have warmer summertime
water that may only support warmwater fish such as
bass and bluegill.
If you swim in your pond, you may already have
noticed that the water temperature can vary greatly
throughout the pond in the summer, with warmer
water at the surface and colder water around your
legs. In shallow ponds that are less than about ten
feet deep, differences in water temperature are usually
minor because wind action keeps the water mixed.
In deeper ponds, water temperatures can vary by
20°F–30°F with depth during different times of the
year as a result a process called “pond stratification”
(figure 1.11, see page 16).
Pond stratification begins in late spring when the
water temperature is uniform throughout the pond.
During warm, stagnant days in late spring, the surface
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1.10. Pond water test kits are important for measuring the
chemical properties of your pond water.
figure

layer of the pond warms quickly. As the summer
progresses, the temperature difference between the
warmer upper layer of pond water, or “epilimnion,” and
the colder bottom layer, or “hypolimnion,” increases
quickly. A thin layer of water (thermocline) where water
temperature changes rapidly with depth may develop
between the epilimnion and hypolimnion. In the fall,
the surface layer of water will begin to cool and mix
with lower portions of the pond in a process known
as “fall turnover.” In winter, the top layer of water will
actually be colder and less dense than the water at lower
depths, causing ice to form. Pond location and weather
conditions will greatly affect stratification. A pond in
an open area that is subjected to greater wind action
will rarely stratify, except during very warm, stagnant
summers. Conversely, ponds that are protected from
wind may stratify even during relatively cool summers.
The stratification process can have dramatic effects on
other water quality factors.
Little can be done to significantly alter the temperature of pond water. Aeration can be used to mix pond
water and prevent stratification in some ponds. In some
cases, groundwater can be pumped into the pond to create a coldwater pond during the summer. Types of fish
stocked in a pond should be matched to the temperature
regime. Coldwater fish like trout prefer maximum water
temperatures below 70°F, while warmwater fish like
bass and bluegill will survive summer temperatures
well above 70°F. In order to determine whether your
pond is best suited for coldwater fish or warmwater
fish, it is important to monitor the temperature of your
pond during the summer. This will determine the
maximum water temperatures that occur and, thus,

the type of aquatic life that your pond can sustain.
      Water temperature is also important when using
aquatic herbicides to treat plant or algae growth.
Aquatic herbicides are typically most effective when
water temperatures are between 60°F and 75°F and
plants and algae are actively growing. Read and follow
label directions for any chemical product you choose.
      Pond water temperature can be measured with any
standard thermometer at various locations around the
pond and at various depths. Bottom temperatures can
be measured using a special thermometer that records
both the maximum and minimum temperature that
it encounters (called a maximum/minimum thermometer). Temperatures at the bottom of a pond can
also be measured with a pool thermometer contained
inside a soda can or coffee can. Punch two or three
small holes in the can, add a weighted object, attach
a long piece of twine, and allow water to slowly sink
the contraption. Allow the can to sink to the bottom
of the pond using a long pole from the shore or a boat
to reach the center of the pond. Leave it on the bottom
of the pond for two or three hours. Then, slowly raise
the can to the surface, disturbing the water as little as
possible. Read the thermometer immediately after
taking it out of the water.
Take a series of temperature measurements using this
method during July and August. These measurements
will show how cool the pond remains during the hottest
summer months. Keep in mind that colder water in
deep portions of the pond might not always be suitable
for fish and other aquatic life. It is also important to
measure other water quality factors in this deep water,
such as the amount of dissolved oxygen.

Dissolved Oxygen
The amount of oxygen that is dissolved in the water
is critical to the health of fish and other pond life.
Water temperature controls the maximum amount
of dissolved oxygen; warmer water holds less oxygen
than colder water. For example, water at 40°F can hold
about 12 milligrams per liter (mg/L) of dissolved oxygen
(DO), while water at 80°F can only hold about 8 mg/L
of DO. Dissolved oxygen levels below about 5 mg/L (5
parts per million) can begin to have detrimental effects
on pond life. In fact, low levels of dissolved oxygen are
the most common cause of fish kills in ponds.
Dissolved oxygen enters pond water from diffusion
GET TING TO KNOW YOUR POND
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1.11. The temperature of the pond is related closely to its
depth and stratification.
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at the water surface (often increased by wind-swept
waves), from aquatic plant growth, and from inflowing springs. During the day, aquatic plants and algae
produce oxygen by using sunlight to grow through photosynthesis. These same plants and algae will consume
oxygen during the night through respiration. Thus, the
lowest dissolved oxygen level usually occurs at dawn,
after plants have been respiring all night. During the
winter, respiration by aquatic plants might continue
during the day if the pond is shaded by ice and snow.
Prolonged respiration and use of dissolved oxygen
during the winter can lead to a “winterkill,” in which
fish and other aquatic life die due to reduced dissolved
oxygen levels. Winterkill is more common in shallow
ponds that have significant aquatic plant growth and
are covered with snow and ice for long periods.
Large reductions in dissolved oxygen during the summer or fall are usually related to the biological decay of
organic material such as plants, animals, and animal or
human wastes. This can occur when abundant aquatic
plants and algae die in the summer or when they are
treated with aquatic herbicides. Fish kills due to low
oxygen are most common during hot, dry spells when
masses of algae grow and then die quickly. Organisms
that decompose the dead algae may use so much oxygen
that very little is available for fish.
In deeper ponds that experience the stratification
process discussed earlier, the deeper, cold layer of water
might have very low dissolved oxygen concentrations
because it is cut off from interaction with the pond
surface. This deep layer of cold water may become a
16
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dead zone where no aquatic life can survive. In rare
instances, fish kills can occur if this layer of deep water is quickly mixed within the pond during a heavy
rainstorm and high winds. If necessary, a bottom-flow
pipe (gravity-fed or pumped) can be used to draw away
this portion of deoxygenated water.
Easy-to-use test kits are available for measuring dissolved oxygen in ponds. More accurate and expensive
meters are also available and are worth the investment
if you are interested in maximizing fish production
in your pond (aquaculture). If you suspect that your
pond has dissolved oxygen problems, consult with a
water testing laboratory or consultant to get accurate
measurements. Pond water should be tested early in
the morning, when the pond is experiencing the lowest
dissolved oxygen level of the day.
Problems with low dissolved oxygen can often be
prevented through careful management:
• Prevent the pond from becoming overrun with
aquatic plants and algae because their decay in
the fall may cause an oxygen depletion problem.
• If overabundant growth does occur and you
choose to use an aquatic herbicide, treat small
portions of the pond at a time and allow for
time in between treatments for plant material to
decay (see chapter 4 for more details on management of algae and aquatic plants).
• Ponds that frequently have low dissolved oxygen
concentrations could benefit from aeration devices. These units can be very costly, especially
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if electricity must be installed at the pond, but
they can significantly improve the water quality
of the pond.

Muddy Water (Turbidity)
Muddy water is a common problem in ponds, and it
is often caused by runoff from disturbed areas around
the pond or the presence of waterfowl, muskrats, or
bottom-dwelling fish. It interferes with recreational
uses of the pond and, in severe cases, may reduce fish
reproduction.
Muddy water will be minimized if the source is
identified and fixed. This might include planting grass
or other vegetation on exposed soil, placing a layer
of rocks over exposed banks, discouraging geese and
ducks, or removing muskrats or bottom-dwelling
fish. Persistent muddy water problems can be treated
with additions of ground limestone, gypsum, or alum.
Muddy water is very common in new ponds and usually disappears as vegetation grows around the pond.
In established ponds, muddy water can nearly always
be traced to a preventable source. Chapter 2 includes
information on pond maintenance and guidelines on
clarifying pond water.
Nutrients
Just as we fertilize plants to make them grow better, increases of nitrogen and phosphorus in a pond,
usually inadvertent, will usually lead to overabundant
growth of aquatic plants and algae. This was the most
common problem reported by the surveyed pond
owners in Pennsylvania, with more than 50 percent
reporting excessive amounts of algae and/or aquatic
plants. Thus, long-term control of plants and algae is
best accomplished by identifying and limiting sources
of both nitrogen and phosphorus in the pond.
Nitrogen can enter a pond as nitrate or ammonia
from surrounding barnyards, crop fields, septic systems,
lawns, golf courses, and waterfowl. Concentrations of
nitrate-nitrogen above about 3 mg/L and any measurable amount of ammonia are indicative of pollution.
Very high concentrations of nitrate-nitrogen can also
be dangerous for drinking water. Humans should not
drink water with nitrate-nitrogen above 10 mg/L, and
animals should not drink water with nitrate-nitrogen
concentrations in excess of 100 mg/L. Levels above 10
mg/L are not unusual in ponds, but concentrations

above 100 mg/L are rare. An ammonia concentration
as low as 0.3 mg/L can be lethal to some fish species,
but ammonia quickly oxidizes to nitrate in most pond
environments. Inexpensive test kits for both nitrate and
ammonia are readily available from most pet stores.
Phosphorus can occur in many forms in pond water,
but phosphate is the most common form. It usually
enters ponds attached to sediment runoff from fertilizer use or from resident waterfowl. Excess phosphorus
usually accumulates in pond sediment, where it remains
unless dissolved oxygen levels drop in the water above
the sediment or it becomes re-suspended by bottomfeeding fish or animals. In most ponds, phosphorus
is an influential nutrient for aquatic plant and algae
growth, which means that less phosphorus leads to less
weed growth. Inputs of this nutrient may cause rapid
increases (or blooms) of algal growth. Phosphorus
concentrations as low as 0.01 mg/L are sufficient to
cause an increase in plant and algae growth. Test kits
for phosphorus are sometimes available in pet stores;
they can also be ordered through the on-line test kit
suppliers mentioned on page 14.
Long-term control of pond weeds is best accomplished by reducing or redirecting nutrient sources
before they enter the pond. Approaches to limiting
nutrient sources include reducing fertilizer use near
the pond, improving septic systems, directing nutrient-laden runoff away from the pond, and maintaining
buffer strips of unmown grass or brushy vegetation
around the pond. Phosphorus control is best achieved
by reducing sediment input to the pond and discouraging large numbers of waterfowl from congregating at
the pond. If you do not address the underlying cause
of aquatic plant growth, you must rely on continuous
control of the plants using mechanical, biological, or
chemical techniques.

Pesticides
Pesticides are sometimes found in ponds if they are
used on nearby land areas or if aquatic herbicides have
been used to reduce plant and algae growth. Pesticides
applied to the land surrounding a pond may occasionally reach the pond, especially on windy days or when
heavy rain occurs shortly after application. Excessive
concentrations are usually temporary, but they may
result in fish kills, waterfowl deaths, animal sickness,
or plant injury if the pond water is used for irrigation.
GET TING TO KNOW YOUR POND
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ming, irrigation, livestock watering, or fish consumption. See chapter 4 for more details on proper use of
aquatic herbicides.

1.12. Pond herbicide labels contain instructions for safe use
of the chemical. Always follow label directions.
figure

Insecticides also can be problematic, occasionally
causing fish kills in ponds. These problems are rare
and temporary, but they underscore the importance of
careful use of pesticides both in and around ponds.
On some farms, ponds are used to fill spray tanks
with water to dilute agriculture chemicals to the proper
concentrations. Areas for filling spray tanks should be
constructed to prevent spillage from entering directly
into the pond. Fill pipes and pumps should have check
valves to prevent backflow or unintentional siphoning
that could contaminate a pond. Never allow spray
tank rinse to flow into a pond. Conservation technicians can assist with the design of farm environmental
management programs to reduce the risk of pesticide
flow into a pond from a tank-filling area.
Testing pond water for pesticides can be very expensive, especially if you are not sure which specific pesticides have been used near the pond. Water testing may
cost more than a hundred dollars for each pesticide at
a professional testing laboratory. However, inexpensive
water test kits for testing for common pesticides are
available from aquatic equipment suppliers. Aquatic
herbicides should be used with great care in private
ponds. Most states require a permit for applying an
herbicide to a pond. In some states, a licensed applicator
must apply aquatic herbicides to private ponds. Read
and follow the herbicide label instructions carefully.
Careful measurement of pond area and volume, as
discussed earlier, is critical; many aquatic herbicides
are toxic to fish if they are not applied in accordance
with the label (figure 1.12).
Most herbicides also have restrictions that specify
time periods when water should not be used for swim18
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pH and Alkalinity
The pH of a pond is a measure of the acid or base
status of the water. A neutral pH is 7.0; values less
than 7.0 indicate acid conditions, and values above
7.0 indicate basic conditions. Alkalinity is a measure
of the ability of water to buffer or resist a change in
pH. It is usually measured and reported as mg/L of
calcium carbonate (CaCO3). In general, an alkalinity
level above about 100 mg/L will keep the pH of the
water from changing greatly. Pond water with lower
or no alkalinity is more prone to wide swings in pH.
Both pH and alkalinity can be measured easily and
inexpensively with test kits available from pool supply and pet stores. Ponds in valleys with underlying
limestone usually have a pH of 7.0 to 8.5 and lots of
alkalinity. Higher elevation ponds in sandstone or
shale areas tend to have a lower pH—often less than
7.0—with little or no alkalinity.
The pH of pond water is important to a number of
pond uses. Different types of fish tolerate different pH
levels, but most fish do better in ponds with a pH near
7.0. Ponds with a pH less than 6.0 may have stunted or
reduced fish populations. Ponds with a pH less than 5.0
or above 9.0 should not be used for drinking water for
dairy cows. Very low pH levels are sometimes found in
ponds in mining areas that are affected by acid mine
drainage or in areas affected by acid rain. The low pH
water can release harmful metals like aluminum that
are toxic to fish and other aquatic life. These ponds
are also unusable for livestock watering.
Although the changes are small, pH levels in ponds
often fluctuate daily and from one season to the next.
The pH of a pond is lowest at dawn and increases during daylight hours as a result of photosynthesis and
the consumption of carbon dioxide by aquatic plants.
At night, these plants release carbon dioxide, which
lowers the pond water pH. The amount of change in
pH that results from aquatic plant processes depends
on the amount of alkalinity in the pond water.
If the pH of your pond is below 6.5 and the alkalinity is below 10 mg/L, you should consider liming the
pond with ground agricultural limestone. Limestone
application questions vary, as do state and local laws,
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so pond owners should consult with local experts for
appropriate rates and techniques. Lime can be safely
applied by broadcasting the limestone over the pond ice
during the winter. Repeated applications and frequent
monitoring of pH and alkalinity are often needed to
maintain a higher pH in acidic ponds. In ponds with
large inputs of acid water from springs or streams,
liming may not be worth the expense.

Hardness
Hardness is a measure of the calcium and magnesium
concentration in water, and in ponds it is determined
by the source of the water. Ponds in limestone areas
will generally have harder water than ponds in areas
with underlying sandstone or shale. The hardness of
pond water is usually not important, unless aquatic
herbicides are used in the pond. Hardness concentrations above 50 mg/L can reduce the effectiveness of
some copper-based herbicides. Consult the label of
aquatic herbicides to see if water hardness needs to
be considered in determining application rates or
herbicide effectiveness. As with pH and alkalinity,
hardness test kits are readily available in pool supply
and pet stores.
Metals
Metals such as iron, manganese, and copper in ponds
can produce offensive tastes that may affect animal intake. Iron and manganese are most common in ponds
in the coal mining areas of western Pennsylvania and
West Virginia. These metals may also be dissolved
from pond sediments if dissolved oxygen levels near
the bottom of the pond are very low. The release of
metals from bottom sediments can be avoided by
oxygenating the pond bottom through aeration. Move
water intake pipes toward the surface of the pond to
minimize metal presence in livestock water.
While these metals are not harmful, they can cause
offensive tastes that will cause animals to limit or refuse
intake of the water. High iron concentrations can also
adversely affect pond aesthetics by causing an orange
coating to form on the pond bottom and on docks
and vegetation. Iron concentrations above 0.3 mg/L
and manganese concentrations above 0.05 mg/L give
water a metallic taste. Similarly, copper concentrations
above 1.0 mg/L can cause an offensive metallic taste.
High copper concentrations can result from repeated

1.13. Microscopic organisms like bacteria, algae, and protozoa cannot be seen individually, but they are critical to the
ecosystem of your pond. (Images shown are approximately 100
times at magnification.)
figure

use of copper-based algaecides in a pond.
Test kits for various metals are available in pool
supply stores and from websites. Local water quality
departments might also be able to test for metals in
pond water. Contact the community health department
or the well or watershed inspector for information on
water testing.

Biological Water Quality

Assessing the biological water quality conditions of
your pond means determining whether a variety of
living organisms, including many that are too tiny to
see, are present in the water (figure 1.13). Under ideal
conditions, these living organisms use the pond environment and are important to maintaining the overall
health of the pond. They utilize potentially harmful
nutrients, break down wastes, filter pond water, and
provide food for fish and other wildlife. However,
changes in the physical and chemical environment in
the pond can lead to undesirable changes in the biological community. Pond owners should understand the
various components of the pond ecosystem and strive
to create conditions that are conducive to supporting
a diverse community of aquatic organisms.

Bacteria

All ponds contain high levels of harmless, natural
bacteria. They serve important purposes and are critical
for a well-functioning pond environment. For example,
bacteria are responsible for the breakdown and decay
of organic waste and use of pond nutrients. However,
GET TING TO KNOW YOUR POND
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1.14. Use clear jars to analyze water samples for the presence
of plankton blooms.
figure

some ponds may contain dangerous levels of diseasecausing bacteria. These bacteria (pathogens) persist in
ponds that receive human or animal wastes from septic
systems, barnyards, or wildlife. You should have your
pond water tested for disease-causing bacteria if you
use your pond for swimming or for livestock water.
There are various water tests for bacteria, and they
should be conducted by a certified water testing laboratory to ensure accurate results. The most common
is a test for coliform bacteria, which includes a large
group of many different bacteria, some of which can
cause waterborne illnesses. Since wildlife is normally
present around ponds, all ponds will contain some
coliform bacteria
More specific tests are less readily available but are
better able to detect pond problems. For example, a test
for fecal coliform bacteria can determine if bacteria
are originating from human or animal wastes. The
presence of fecal coliform bacteria in excess of about
200 colonies per 100 mL of water is usually considered
dangerous for swimming. Lower numbers of fecal coliform bacteria, above about 10 colonies per 100 mL,
may be dangerous for animal consumption of water.
The most specific bacteria test is for E. Coli. The presence of E. Coli in large numbers in a pond is direct evidence of contamination by animal and human wastes.
E. Coli numbers above about 150 colonies per 100 mL
are considered dangerous for recreational waters.

Plankton

Plankton are microscopic plants (phytoplankton)
and animals (zooplankton) that live in all ponds.
Phytoplankton use nutrients in ponds to grow and
20
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then are grazed on by various zooplankton species.
Thus, plankton numbers respond directly to nutrient
levels in the pond. When excess nutrients are present
from fertilizers or other pollution, the number of
phytoplankton may grow quickly. This rapid growth,
known as a “bloom,” can cause a clear pond to turn
green, olive, or brown. As phytoplankton numbers
increase, zooplankton species also might bloom in
response to the additional food available to them. The
combination of phytoplankton and zooplankton can
cause the water to look murky for just a few days or
for the entire summer, depending on conditions. Just
as quickly as the bloom occurs, it will likely disappear
during cold conditions in the fall. This is the reason
that some pond owners complain that their pond is
murky or muddy every summer but remains clear
during the fall and winter. Keep in mind that these
blooms are a natural response or symptom of a larger
problem from excess nutrients entering the pond.
Phytoplankton blooms can usually be distinguished
from muddy water by their green or olive color. Zooplankton blooms, on the other hand, look very much
like sediment in the water.
A simple method to use to test your pond water for
zooplankton is to collect a glass of pond water and hold
it up to a bright light (figure 1.14). If the particles in the
glass move erratically, a zooplankton bloom is probably
to blame for murky pond water. If the particles do not
move and settle out overnight, the cause is probably
sediment. Zooplankton are an important source of
food for fish, and their blooms are usually short-lived.
The pond will often clear up almost overnight when
the weather turns cold in the fall.
Certain types of phytoplankton—cyanobacteria,
or blue-green algae—can be especially detrimental
to pond use. Certain species of blue-green algae,
including Anabaena and Microcystis, can produce
toxins that can be dangerous for livestock and other
animals. Although these algae are not common, some
of them can produce toxins that may sicken or quickly
kill animals that drink the water. The toxins are produced during or following large blooms that usually
occur after extended periods of hot weather. Testing
for toxic blue-green algae is difficult and not readily
available. The safest approach to protecting animals is
to restrict their access to ponds, especially during and
immediately after algae blooms. The common types
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of green filamentous algae that produce long strands
or mats in ponds do not produce toxins and are not
harmful to animals. More details on algae and aquatic
plants are included in chapter 4.

Protozoa

Protozoans are a large group of microscopic animals that are present in most ponds. Like bacteria
and plankton, protozoa are an important component
of the pond ecosystem, providing a food source for
other pond life. Most protozoa are harmless, but some
notorious protozoa are parasites for humans and some
animals. Giardia and cryptosporidium, for example,
can occur in any surface water and may cause severe
gastrointestinal problems if ingested.
Even if they are present, most protozoa are unlikely
to cause a problem for animal consumption or for
humans swimming in the water. They are most likely
to occur in ponds with wildlife, such as beavers, that
serve as an intermediate host for the parasite. Certified
water laboratories can test water for these parasites, but
testing requires filtration of several hundred gallons of
water and time-consuming microscopic examination
of the filter. The test usually costs several hundred
dollars. If the parasites are found in the pond water,
the only practical solutions are to eliminate the animal
hosts (e.g., beavers) or to limit human and animal
consumption of the pond water.
A rare parasitic flatworm in some ponds may cause
swimmers’ itch (cercarial dermatitis). This parasite

burrows into the skin of swimmers and dies, causing
an itchy feeling after the swimmer leaves the water. While rare, this problem occasionally occurs in
ponds, especially those with low fish populations. The
parasite requires snails in the pond to complete its life
cycle; thus, it can usually be brought under control
by establishing a healthy fish population to reduce
the snail hosts.

Preventing Water Quality Problems

Water quality problems in ponds can usually be
prevented with some proper management techniques.
Here are some tips:
• Test the pond water at least annually for the factors that are important to your intended use of
the pond (see table 1.1, page 14).
• Identify and strictly limit polluting activities in
areas that drain into the pond, especially near
the pond.
• Maintain a vegetated buffer strip around the
pond where possible.
• Use diversion ditches and land grading to divert
contaminated surface water away from the pond.
• Prevent overabundant growth of aquatic plants
and algae. When using aquatic herbicides, carefully follow the label directions.
• Stock fish species that can survive the natural
temperature regime of the pond (see chapter 3
for more details on fish management).

GET TING TO KNOW YOUR POND
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2

Pond Construction
and Maintenance

C

onstructing a pond is a serious endeavor
that requires the assistance of engineers, soil
technicians, natural resource consultants, and
experienced contractors. New ponds should be built
using current pond construction engineering standards, which ensure dike and spillway stability, proper
functioning, and safety. Following these standards
will ensure that the pond is well-designed and in the
proper location, which will reduce the possibility of a
disappointing project, the expense of future repairs, and
the risk of catastrophic pond structure failure. Avoiding these troubles will lead to a treasured, beautiful,
lower-maintenance pond.
If you are thinking about having a new pond built,
plan for several months of preparation, consultation,
site analysis, and design. Be ready for the possibility
that a pond might not be feasible on your property,
nor in the location you would most desire, without
considerable additional work and expense. Many rural
properties are unsuitable for pond construction due to
poor water supply, the lay of the land, local geology, or
soil characteristics. If your soil is sandy, gravelly, and
well drained, prudent engineering and planning will
be needed in the pond construction process in order
to create the pond you envision. An area with poorly
drained soil, although an important aspect of pond
siting, might not have a suitable water supply to meet
your expectations.
This chapter explains the rudiments of good pond
construction, particularly for the northeastern United

States and the Great Lakes and Mid-Atlantic regions.
Technical details are not included due to the many
site variables, local codes, and regulations throughout
the regions. Use the information in this chapter as a
starting point while working with technicians, contractors, and other professionals on your pond project.
In addition to a review of typical pond construction
phases and practices, this chapter provides suggestions
regarding pond maintenance, leaks, water clarity, and
structural integrity. Many decisions related to pond
construction must be made with the specific site in
mind. Each piece of property has unique features, so
plan on learning about how these features will affect
the maintenance of a pond on your property. Your
intentions for the new pond will drive many of the
construction details.
So, how will you use your new pond? From the following list, identify which pond activities you plan
to engage in:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Swimming
Fishing
Watering livestock
Creating wildlife habitat
Fire suppression water
Ice skating
Enhancing the scenery
Crop irrigation source or spray tank water

Representatives from your county soil and water
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figure

2.1. Consult with local professionals to analyze site conditions before starting pond construction.

figure

conservation district or sometimes the federal Natural
Resource Conservation Service can help you make
decisions about pond construction. Qualified contractors and engineers can provide you with sound,
professional advice. Meet with these professionals
on your property to discuss your plans, and ask them
questions (figure 2.1). In many areas, private natural
resource consultants are available to help you make
decisions. Call your county cooperative extension
and soil and water conservation offices to check for
qualified consultants in your area.

will be constructed. This decision requires a thorough
site investigation in cooperation with soil technicians
and engineers. In addition, make sure you understand
the water area of the planned pond. The water area
will range from a few thousand square feet to an acre
or more. Take square footage measurements of the
site to determine the exact size of the pond area you
need or would prefer.
Choosing a pond site involves the following three
parameters:

What Makes a Pond a Pond?

A pond is really an open basin of earth that is constructed to impound water. The basin may be carved
downward in the earth, built up with a dike, or developed by a combination of excavation and embankment.
Water flowing from underground springs, seeps, small
streams, or overland flow is retained in the basin.
Eventually, the water exits the pond by seepage and
through distinct structures or pipes, called spillways.
Two spillways are needed for dike ponds—a principal spillway and an auxiliary spillway that provides
a back-up channel if the principal spillway becomes
blocked. A small amount of seepage continues for the
life of most earthen ponds, although the flow should
be as slow as possible so that water is retained in the
pond basin at a controlled level.

Siting a Pond

The most fundamental decision to make when planning a pond is exactly where on your property the pond
24
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2.2. In planning a pond, you will need to understand and
work with the water supply on the property. In the absence of
adequate water, pond levels will fluctuate considerably.

1. Adequate and appropriate water supply
2. Soil permeability and composition
3. Avoiding potential hazards

Adequate and Appropriate Water Supply

Your new pond will need a reliable supply of water
to stay full. Ponds lose water almost constantly due
to evaporation and seepage. Without adequate water
flowing in, a new pond is likely to fail to meet your
expectations or constantly fluctuate between low and
high water conditions.
The term used to describe how water flows above
and below ground is hydrology. Water flows on and
through soil in many different ways, including in channels (such as streams), in sheets (marsh or swamp), out
from the ground (spring or seep), underground (water
table), and in many combinations of these pathways.
Your property has an established hydrology that you
will need to work with, rather than creating a new
hydrology for the site (figure 2.2). Hydrologic conditions must already be somewhat favorable to supply
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2.3. Ponds built to collect surface runoff typically fluctuate
in depth from month to month.
figure

water for a new pond. Artificial means of supplying
water to a pond, such as by pumping water up from a
well, are seldom feasible.
It is difficult to tell whether an adequate pond water
supply is available just by making surface observations
of the property, such as noting that the property has
a “wet spot.” Although vegetation and the presence
of standing water can give important clues, the only
way to know for sure whether a site has a good water
supply is to dig test pits or bore test holes.
Test pits can be used to measure how much water
is flowing into the proposed pond site, so that pond
spillways can be built and sized properly. Year-round
springs usually provide the most dependable source
of water, but even spring flow may vary from season
to season. The flow of springs is usually more consistent than flow from surface streams. However, it can
be difficult to determine whether the area of your
proposed pond has a spring of adequate capacity and
quality. Check for wet areas in the summertime or
brushy patches in farm fields where it is usually too
wet to till. These on-site observations provide evidence
of good pond site potential.
Some county Natural Resources Conservation Service
(NRCS) and soil and water conservation district offices
can provide information about underground water. If
you cannot find evidence of an underground spring,
the test pits will be even more important. You need to
be certain that a pond constructed on your property
will be supplied with enough water.
In the absence of a spring, you may have to reconsider the pond, particularly if your intent is to use it

for swimming, fishing, or farm use. Runoff ponds
require far more maintenance than spring-fed ponds
because runoff often carries unwanted nutrients and
silt. These ponds also have significantly fluctuating
water levels—full in spring and fall but very low in
mid-summer, which can be undesirable for human
uses of ponds (figure 2.3). Low water in the summer
due to low stream flow often results in a pond that is
too shallow, too warm, and too choked with vegetation.
Such ephemeral ponds are havens for wildlife, however,
and if that is the intended purpose of your pond, then
water fluctuation may be acceptable to you.
If you are relying on overland flow to supply water
to the pond, the drainage area leading to the pond
will need to have significant acreage—twenty acres
or more—of unimpacted land, preferably in a natural
state. This would include brushy fields or forests but
not large mown lawns, houses, livestock pasture, or
agricultural fields. Runoff from impacted land can
bring excess silt and nutrients with the water, creating
difficult water quality problems in the future. Ponds
relying on overland flow for water supply also need
to be sized according to the size of the area draining
into the pond. These measurements and formulas
are best calculated by technicians and engineers. The
National Resources Conservation Service publication
Ponds—Planning, Design, and Construction includes
rainfall and acreage surface flow charts to help with
this process, but local pond design technical assistance
is recommended before hiring a contractor to perform
the work.
Diverting an existing stream or excavating a marsh or
swamp to create a pond can cause predictable problems,
including violations of state and federal laws, flooding, siltation, compromised groundwater recharge,
unwanted fish species, destruction of wildlife habitat,
and bacterial contamination of the pond. In certain
situations, diverting a stream may be appropriate, but
only after consulting local, state and federal agencies
to determine which permits are needed. Such ponds
require additional engineering and flow calculations
to account for seasonally high runoff, excess storm
water flow, stream bank erosion, and flooding.

Soil Composition and Pond Development

Soil composition is one of the most significant factors in siting a pond. Over tens of thousands of years,
POND CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE
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How to Use a Soil Survey

A

soil survey is a booklet that describes
the location and expanse of soil types
throughout a given county. It indicates soil
types and names, wet spots, drainage patterns,
steep slopes, and other good information. To
obtain a county soil survey, stop by the local soil
and water conservation district or cooperative
extension office. You can get a copy of the
information or purchase the entire survey. If
you are not familiar with soil surveys or how
to use the information they contain, talk to a
soil and water conservation district technician
or county cooperative extension educator.
In the soil survey, locate the potential pond
site using the locator map and map numbers.
Use your knowledge of roadways and streams to
pinpoint the proposed location. Read and make
the soil on your property has developed certain fixed
characteristics. The size of mineral soil particles ranges
from very coarse gravel to ultra-fine clay. Although the
differences are not usually observable to an unaided
eye, the combined effect of soil particle size greatly affects the flow of water and pond embankment stability
due to mechanical and chemical reactions.
The soil in the basin area for pond development
should have low permeability and good compaction.
Typically, this means having high clay content (more
than 20 percent) and relatively low organic content.
Soils described as gravelly or sandy are usually unsuitable for pond basin construction without special
materials like clay, bentonite, or synthetic liners. Loam
soils do not preclude pond basin development, but they
are not as favorable as silty-clay soils. Embankments
are best constructed with a mix of fine and coarse
particles determined by a technician to be suitable for
strength and low permeability. Again, Ponds—Planning,
Design, and Construction provides important details
about soil composition for basins, dam foundations,
and fill for pond embankments.
The NRCS, in Ponds—Planning, Design, Construction,
classifies soils into four groups according to how water
flows through the soil when it is undisturbed. These
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a note of which soil survey symbols (VoB, Ar,
Sc, CaB, and so on) correspond to the proposed
site. At the beginning of the map section, there
will be a chart that matches the soil symbol to
the name of the soil. Write down the names
and locations of these soils on a map of your
property, showing their general location.
In the text portion of the soil survey, you will
find a complete description of the soil and its
quality. The description will explain whether
it is well-drained, whether it is especially
wet during the spring, and its limitations for
construction, pond development, farming, and
other activities. All of this information will lead
to a much better understanding of the integrity
and water impounding nature of the pond site.

categories are usually used to assess runoff potential,
but they are described here to illustrate the nature of
potential pond soil permeability:
Class A soils have a high infiltration rate. They are
chiefly deep, well-drained, and sandy or gravelly. The
runoff potential is low. Pond construction will not be
feasible without special liners or soil additives.
Class B soils have a moderate infiltration rate when
thoroughly wet. They are moderately deep, well-drained
soils of moderately fine to moderately coarse texture.
Pond construction will require special attention to
compaction and minimizing seepage.
Class C soils have a slow infiltration rate when wet.
These moderately fine to fine texture soils have a layer
that impedes the downward movement of water. With
adequate compaction, these soils will support a pond.
Class D soils have a very slow infiltration rate. They
are chiefly clay soils that have a high swelling potential,
soils with a permanent high water table, soils with an
impermeable hardpan layer at or near the surface, and
shallow soils over nearly impervious material. The
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runoff potential is high. Although these soils effectively
retain water in a pond, they may be too soft for pond
construction machinery to enter the site except when
the soil is dry or frozen (beware that frozen soil will
compact poorly).
Technicians, contractors, and property owners should
refer to the county soil survey to determine what kind
of soil is present at the proposed pond site. Although
many people are not aware of it, almost all soils have
been classified with particular names. Certain soil
types are ideal for ponds and others are very restrictive. Learn what soil types exist around your property.
If the property is large, there may be several different
kinds of soil present, from sandy to more clay-like.
You cannot change your soil type; you must work
with its limitations.

Test Pits
In addition to assessing water supply, test pits can
be used to gather critical information about whether
the soil on your property is suitable for pond development. The consulting engineer or soil technician
can guide the analysis of pond test pits before more
extensive work is started. Test pits are narrow holes
excavated by a backhoe in the area where the pond is
tentatively planned. They reveal the subsurface soil
profile and give you a good sense of what lies in the
area of the proposed pond. The depth of the proposed
pond determines the depth of the holes. If possible,
test pits should be dug deeper than the proposed pond
depth for full soil and geological analysis; deeper ponds
require deeper test pits for soil and hydrology analysis.
After the holes are dug, and through the monitoring
phase (several months to a year), barricade the holes
with fencing and covers to prevent accidents involving
humans, pets, and wildlife.

Avoiding Potential Hazards during Pond
Planning and Design

After determining the possible location and size of the
new pond, check for features that could harm the pond
or things the pond could harm. For example, runoff
from horse and livestock paddocks can contaminate
a pond meant for swimming. Roadside ditches often
carry salt, sediment, and petroleum products that pollute fish ponds. Other sources of pollution might be

present near a particular site and should be avoided.
Ponds should not be located near power lines, immediately above public roadways, next to off-road
vehicle trails, or immediately upslope from homes
or barns. If a pond embankment fails, such as during
unusually heavy rain, everything downslope of the
pond is at risk of a flash flood from the failing pond
embankment. In some places, ponds might attract
carousing teenagers or neighborhood toddlers who
are unable to swim, leading to a possible loss of life.
If there are unsupervised children in the area from
time to time, rethink the idea of a pond or plan to
include sturdy fences in your pond design to prevent
an accidental drowning.

Building an Adequate Pond
Spillway System

A pond must have one or more structures or pipes
that allow water flowing in from springs and runoff
to exit safely. A principal spillway is built to control
the normal depth of the pond and to prevent water
from ever breaching the top of the dike. An auxiliary
spillway protects the dike by directing water out of
the pond if the principal spillway becomes blocked or
overwhelmed by the flow of excessive storm water.
Dug ponds usually have an earthen or rock-lined
outlet as a spillway. Dike ponds can be built with earthen
spillways, corrugated culverts, pipes, inline water control devices, or a combination of spillway structures.
Regardless of the type of spillway, ponds must include
spillways so that excess water can exit the pond. The
size and capacity of the spillway is very important,
because even well-constructed ponds can be severely
damaged by sudden storm flows or spring runoff.
      The following descriptions of types of spillways will
help you better understand how spillways are built
and function:
An earthen spillway is usually a short, flat-bottomed
channel that allows excess water to pass around a dam
or out of a pond. These spillways are lined with rock
(rip rap) or vegetation to reduce the scouring force of
water. They are built to one side of the dike on previously undisturbed soil.
A pipe spillway is either a horizontal pipe or a combination drop pipe and horizontal barrel, large enough
POND CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE
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to release excess water flow. Where the pipe passes
through the dam, an anti-seep collar will prevent
erosion during seepage around the outside surface of
the pipe. Anti-seep collars are essential for good pipe
spillways to remain stable. A pipe spillway may have a
removable plug that is used to easily drain the pond for
maintenance. Pipe spillways also require trash guards
to help prevent blockage by pond debris or beavers.
An in-line water control spillway is a pipe or culvert
spillway with an accessible water-level control shaft.
After water flows into the spillway, it rises up to a
point in the control shaft equal to the depth of the
pond. Plates inside the control shaft can be adjusted
to control the depth of the pond.
A control weir is a reinforced wood, concrete, or
stone structure with a water control device capable of
being adjusted based on management needs of pond.

Auxiliary spillways are highly recommended for
all ponds, especially if the main spillway is a pipe or
culvert. Pipes and culverts are subject to clogging,
wildlife damage, or overwhelming water flow following heavy rainfall or snowmelt. The auxiliary spillway
serves as an escape way for water in flooding ponds. It
is usually built as a shallow channel on one side of the
pond, above the normal water line and below the top
of the dike. It is a very important feature of dike ponds.
      An inadequate auxiliary spillway can create many
problems for pond owners and is one of the top reasons for dike failure. If the water level rises above the
spillway and crests over the top of a dike or embankment, fast-moving water will erode through or over
the dike. Your county’s soil and water conservation
district technicians can help you make decisions about
pond spillways and erosion control. Environmental
and natural resource consultants and engineers can
also provide you with spillway sizing and construction
recommendations. It is very important to ask questions and meet these professionals on your property
to discuss your plans.

What to Expect During Construction

After the site investigation, planning, and pond
designs are finalized, it is important to monitor the
process and solve potential problems that emerge
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2.4. Pond construction begins by measuring and staking
the site according to the design.
figure

during pond construction. Although each pond is
constructed differently in accordance with local conditions and regulations, construction of most ponds
involves common steps and standard practices. Anticipate these steps and ask questions to help pond
construction personnel create the pond you desire.
All dike ponds should be constructed to technical specifications known as the NRCS Pond Code.
This document recommends minimum standards for
slopes, width of dams, erosion control features, pipe
sizing and strength, spillway capacity, and criteria for
wildlife and livestock uses of the pond. Obtain a copy
of your state’s pond code from the NRCS or soil and
water conservation district.
Pond construction sites should be staked to transmit
all the excavation and grading information from the
pond design to the actual site (figure 2.4). The pond
designer and contractor work together at this point to
communicate such things as the site of the basin, the
centerline of the dam, the location of the spillway, areas
from which fill is borrowed, the depth of excavation,
and the proposed water line. Further staking will show
the inner and outer base of the dam, the location of
the core trench, the anti-seep collar, and areas where
vegetation will be cleared.
Unfortunately, some landowners attempt to build
a pond without stakes, without a written plan, and
sometimes without regard to important site restrictions. This increases the risk of a failed pond project,
resulting in a muddy hole rather than a pond—or
worse, a pond that collapses tragically in the midst of
a significant rainstorm or snowmelt. Avoid accepting
verbal assurances from pond excavators; such promises
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2.6. Straw mulch protects soil while new vegetation grows
around the banks of a newly constructed pond.

figure

2.5. Vegetation is cleared and topsoil is stockpiled as pond
construction begins.

figure

can be easily rescinded or forgotten if additional work
becomes necessary.
Ponds can be built whenever weather conditions
permit firm soil compaction and reduced water flow
through the site. Ideally, the soil should be damp but
not muddy to allow for full compaction and proper
dam stability. In cold climates, ponds should not be
built during the winter or in spring conditions when
excess ice or water can impede the work. Dry soil
conditions reduce proper soil compaction and may
lead to cracked clay and other potential leaks.

This ridge of soil will anchor the dike on a hillside
and prevent slumping and dike movement, like the
foundation of a building. The dam core will also reduce
seepage through the dike. Dug ponds do not usually
require this feature, but they do need firmly compacted
soils and some type of channel as a spillway.
Firm compaction of soil at the base of the dike is
essential. When compacting soil around the anti-seep
collar and outlet pipe (if so designed), the equipment
operator should work carefully to avoid damaging the
materials. They are very difficult to replace after the
pond dike is developed.
When the core mound, spillway pipe or in-line water
control apparatus, and anti-seep collar are in place, dike
construction continues until the maximum height,
width, proper slope, and spillways are built. The dike
should be constructed entirely out of fill soil, avoiding
the use of rocky fill, wood, or junk. Some ponds begin
filling even before the dike is completed. This is one
sign that a pond will fill successfully. Dike height should
allow for settling after construction is completed.
After the dike is completed, the original topsoil should
be replaced and analyzed for fertility. This soil test may
indicate a need for liming or fertilizer amendments.
Seed and hay or straw mulch are broadcast across the
dike to propagate a stable mat of turf covering the entire
dike and any disturbed soils around the pond construction site (figure 2.6). Additional vegetation, preferably
native and noninvasive pond plants, can be planted
as a buffer around the edges of the pond. This strip
of vegetation will be very important for fish, nutrient
control, wildlife habitat, and overall aesthetics.
Depending on the location and size of the pond and

Pond Construction, Step-by-Step

Before starting pond construction, all vegetation
(trees, brush, and grass) should be removed from the
pond site and the wider working area around the site.
Then, the topsoil should be cleared and saved in a
distinct pile for use when the pond is nearly finished.
This procedure, called “cleaning and grubbing,” creates
a stable working area for pond construction equipment
on the subsoil (figure 2.5).
Many hours of bulldozer work are usually necessary
to shape the pond bottom and compact the soils. If
necessary, a clay liner, soil amendments, or special
compacting equipment can be used. A bulldozer operator experienced in pond construction will use the
time efficiently, proceeding gradually and often saving
hours of effort and thus expense to the pond owner.
If the pond is being constructed with a dike, a backhoe
operator will dig a “core trench” along the approximate
center of the area where the dike will sit. The trench is
filled in and compacted with highly compressed soil,
continuing until the dike’s “core mound” is created.

POND CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE
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on weather conditions, pond filling can take several
weeks or months. Cloudy water will often settle out
if the weather is calm, but some contractors prefer to
amend the water with substances that will cause faster
clearing. Insects and other wildlife tend to enter the
pond almost immediately and will start a procession
of biological growth and activity in the pond. It is a
good idea to wait a full season before adding fish,
so the water chemistry can stabilize and ecological
components can establish themselves.

Steps to Take Before and After
Pond Construction
Before groundbreaking:
1. Ask for assistance from an engineer, your county cooperative extension office, your county soil
and water conservation district, and the Natural
Resources Conservation Service.
2. Determine your planned uses of the pond and
any special features you desire (e.g., beach,
dock, or fishing bank).
3. Call the underground facilities locator service
in your area to mark the locations of cables,
pipelines, and other hidden underground
utilities.
4. Work with soil technicians to analyze the performance of test pits.
5. Require the pond designer to develop adequate
and durable spillways, both principal and
auxiliary.
6. Obtain permits (dam permits and wetland disturbance permits): check with your town code
enforcement officer, the state department of
environmental conservation or protection, and
your county soil and water conservation district
about what is required.
7. Obtain a written estimate from a contractor.
8. Stake the location of the pond and related
features.
After groundbreaking:
1. Monitor pond construction and ask questions.
2. Take dated photographs of the construction
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sequence and pond filling to have a record of
water sources and the pond basin profile.
3. Request an inspection of the construction and
stability of spillways by an impartial technician
or engineer.
4. Replace and grade topsoil; stabilize it with seed
and hay mulch tracked in for good soil contact.
5. Maintain erosion and sediment control until
vegetation grows and stabilizes the soil.
6. Retain pond construction plans and contact information in a safe place.
7. Measure the pond to determine the final area
and volume.

Pond Maintenance

One compelling reason to use professional guidance when constructing a pond is to make annual
maintenance less of a chore. Ponds that are built
correctly from the start will be less prone to leaks
and more likely to function well. However, all ponds
require regular maintenance. Ponds will eventually
degrade if left untended or ignored. Even if a pond’s
main purpose is simply to enhance the appearance of
rural property, it should be monitored for problems.
Ponds constructed for fishing, swimming, irrigation,
wildlife, or fire suppression require regular inspection
for emerging trouble.
The following sections provide an overview of normal pond maintenance activities, plus guidelines for
making decisions about larger challenges such as
fixing leaks, dealing with cloudy water, or handling
wildlife damage.

Water Discoloration and Cloudiness

Many pond owners strive to have relatively clear
water no matter how the pond is used. Suspended
particles are always present in ponds, however, so it
is reasonable to expect aquatic haziness rather than
crystal-clear water. Depending on the location of the
pond, the color of the water will be green, olive, or
brown. If you are concerned about cloudy or murky
water, it is important to determine the cause of the
cloudiness before taking action.
Pond water cloudiness can come from shore erosion,
pond dredging, silty runoff, turnover, or living organisms like algae or plankton. To determine whether the
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cloudiness is mineral silt or living organisms, fill a tall
jar with your pond water and let it sit undisturbed
for a few days. Silt particles will settle to the bottom,
whereas plankton and algae will remain suspended
as cloudy green flecks or tiny moving organisms (see
figure 1.4, page 20).
There are several causes of unclear water in
ponds:

Pond basin construction activities. Because dredging
is so disruptive to pond water, it should only be undertaken after the water has drained out or to a level
below the area of work. Newly constructed ponds will
be cloudy for a period after construction, usually a
couple of months. If the pond was dug into clay, some
cloudiness may persist for several years.
Silty runoff. Erosion in the area providing pond
runoff can cause temporary cloudiness, especially in
the spring or after a heavy rainfall.
Bank erosion. Gradual erosion of a pond bank or
runoff channels can carry sediment from the outside
of the pond into the water.
Turnover. Turnover is a natural phenomenon caused
by physical properties in pond water. Under certain
conditions the warmer surface layer of water will begin
to cool and mix with lower portions of the pond in a
process known as “fall turnover.” A pond owner might
enjoy having clear water in the pond and then find a
sudden increase in water cloudiness and an unexplained
fish kill due to oxygen depletion. If this occurs within
a day’s time, it is likely a natural turnover event.
Activity of bottom-dwelling fish. Carp and bullhead
fish can agitate the loose sediment on the bottom of a
pond during active feeding. Usually these disruptions
occur when numerous fish are gathering in one area.
Turbulence from animals. In smaller ponds, dogs,
waterfowl, and nocturnally active animals like raccoons
can sometimes produce an otherwise unexplainable
level of cloudiness.
Several substances can be used to hasten the settling

How to Choose a Contractor

H

iring a company to dig or construct
a pond can be challenging, so it is
important to know what to look for with a
contractor. Take time to research who is good
and who is just trying to make some side cash
with their equipment. This might take several
months of effort. Your local soil and water
conservation district office might have a list
of contractors, and you should evaluate each
one carefully. A pond engineer might be able
to refer you to competent pond excavation
contractors.
A good pond construction contractor will
have many satisfied clients, whom they would
be happy to have you contact. Make sure
they have adequate insurance and a written
indication of their responsibility for repairs
if something goes wrong. They will explain
why permits may or may not be needed and
who will get the permits. Because they offer these services, a good pond construction
contractor might cost more than other contractors. The cost for a highly recommended
contractor is often money well spent.
of silt particles, including agricultural lime, aluminum
sulfate (also called alum), and agricultural gypsum.
Do not use quicklime (calcium oxide). Many pond
supply dealers sell bottled pond clarifiers, but these
are typically too expensive for use in a large pond. Test
the pH of the water before application of coagulant
materials, and monitor any changes in pH that result
from the application. Gypsum and aluminum sulfate
can increase the acidity of the pond water, rendering
the pond less suitable and even lethal for fish.
To reduce the risk of harming aquatic organisms,
apply incremental amounts of a clarifying substance
at a time. For example, if three hundred pounds of a
clarifying substance is recommended, add only eighty
pounds to start. Wait a few days to assess whether
the desired effect can be achieved at a lower rate and
lower cost. You can make the most of an application by
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mixing the substance with clear water to form a slurry,
which you can then spray and mix evenly across the
surface of the pond. Water used for livestock should
not be treated with these mineral substances because
they may disrupt the animals’ physiology.

Discoloration
Discoloration in pond water can result from decomposition of vegetation or high levels of tannin (a
compound that leaches from forest trees). Both of these
sources will cause the water to appear tea-colored, are
quite natural, and do not require any management
action. Discoloration that looks soupy green, milky
olive, or even reddish usually stems from a biological response to excessive nutrients like nitrogen and
phosphorus. The best way to correct this kind of discoloration is to identify and reduce sources of nutrients
as described in the first chapter. Black, opaque pond
water is usually caused by a natural turnover event that
brings dark organic sediments to the surface. Other
unnatural colors, such as turquoise, may result from
the refraction of light off mineralized water.

Controlling Evaporation and Seepage

One of the most frustrating characteristics of ponds is
their tendency to lose water in the summer, just when
most of us would like to be swimming or fishing from
their banks. Ponds normally lose water to leaks and
seepage, evaporation, and reduced summer inflow
(figure 2.7). Adequate water supply may have been
part of the original construction design, but the mud
slick that many pond owners see ringing their pond
in July and August is a reminder that things are not
going as well as they hoped. In some cases, a major
leak can reduce the pond to a small patch of muddy
silt in the bottom of a large pond basin.
Evaporation is normal and unavoidable. The hot
summer sun and wind disperse water from the surface of a pond each day, or water is transpired away
from the pond through surrounding vegetation. If the
pond was built to rely on surface water flow (runoff
from a yard, ditch, or hillside), the evaporated water
is usually not replaced. After a few weeks of summer
conditions, some ponds lose several inches to a foot
or more in depth. Spring-fed ponds also lose water
through evaporation, but this water is usually replaced
by underground flow. However, even spring-fed ponds
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2.7. Ponds lose water through normal seepage, evaporation, and leaks.
figure

can dry down during summer conditions.
Evaporation from a pond can be reduced with a windbreak—a planned line of trees and shrubs positioned to
block the prevailing wind that would otherwise blow
across the pond surface. A windbreak should be set
back about fifty feet from the pond and should be at
least twice the length of the pond to provide effective
wind protection. Ponds that are deep, with a smaller
surface area, lose less water to evaporation than wide,
shallow ponds. In some circumstances, trees like willows and poplars will draw water out of a pond, leading
to a noticeable lowering of the water level.
Seepage is the tendency of the soil under and around
a pond to draw water away from the pond basin. Even
well-constructed ponds experience a degree of seepage each year. Permeable soils, fractured bedrock, old
drainage tile, and small sand or gravel seams can lead
to excessive seepage. This is a widespread construction
mistake that requires significant effort to correct by
resealing the pond.

Pond Maintenance Routines

There are six major areas of maintenance for most
ponds, depending on their design:
1. Spillway maintenance
2. Leakage control
3. Dike stability
4. Damage from mammals
5. Vegetation on the dike and around the pond
6. Aeration
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2.8. Ponds normally seep, but leaks can result from various causes.

Spillway Maintenance
The most significant feature of a well-constructed
pond is a proper spillway. The principal and auxiliary
spillways should always be kept clean and free of
woody vegetation. Remove any debris that collects at
the edge of the principal spillway and install a trash
rack on pipe spillways.
Changes in the spillway integrity—due to human
intervention, beaver activity, or other factors—should
be addressed immediately. Most ponds are designed
to hold a certain amount of water, indicated by the
normal water line. Some owners modify principal
spillways in order to increase the pond level, but this
is a very unsafe practice that compromises the entire
pond. Always keep the principal and auxiliary spillways
free flowing and well maintained.
Pond Leakage Control
Pond leaks are very hard to find and are usually
rather expensive to fix, especially after the pond has
started filling. You will need to devote time and careful
observation to controlling a leaking pond.
The stepwise approach to fixing pond leaks is to
(1) identify the source of the leak and consult with
professionals about solutions, (2) drain the pond to
fix the leak, and (3) choose the best method to seal
the bottom—compaction, blanketing, soil amendments, or installing a flexible liner. NRCS Agriculture Handbook 590, Ponds—Planning, Design, and
Construction, includes guidelines on sealing pond
bottoms by compaction, clay blankets, additives, and
with synthetic liners.
It is often ineffective to try to repair a pond leak

by simply adding substances like cement, bentonite,
straw, or fertilizer directly to the water. Only in rare
circumstances will the plugging materials be drawn
to the leak, much less seal the leak effectively. Any
pond owner facing a potential leak should work with
technical advisors to use the most effective materials
and techniques to solve the problem.
Ponds can leak in several places and leaks can have
several causes (figure 2.8). One of the more common
places is around a poorly built pipe spillway with no
anti-seep collars. A leak around a spillway pipe can
lead to a sudden washout and breech due to torrential
rain. Debris, tree roots, or large rocks inside a dike can
also cause leaks—water seeps into the spaces between
the debris and surrounding soil, eventually carrying
much of it away. Thus, foreign materials should never
be used as fill in an earthen dike. Muskrat burrows
in pond dikes can lead to leaks if the burrows extend
deeply into the dike. Finally, cracks in shallow bedrock
or gravel seams can lead to pond leaks as well.
To spot a potential leak, look for wet areas at or near
the base of the dike during otherwise dry weather. If
the water level commonly lowers to a certain point
below the spillway even during wet conditions, the
leak could be right at the lower water line. Technicians
or contractors can use fluorescent dyes to see if water
is leaking through a dike.
If you intend to have a leaking pond fixed, plan on
draining and rebuilding a large part of the pond basin. There are no materials or chemicals that can be
dumped into a pond to reliably fix a leak. Materials
like bentonite and clay can plug a leak only when they
are incorporated with the soil in the basin of the pond,
POND CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE
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which requires exposing nearly the entire pond structure. This is a job best left to a professional contractor
who has a reputation for solving pond problems.
One way to fix a pond leak is to use additional compaction. The pond water must be drained out, and
the basin should be allowed to dry partially before
additional compaction becomes feasible. Heavy bulldozers provide good compaction only if the operator
compacts thin layers of clay-laden soil at a time. The
bulldozer should be compacting about six inches of
soil at a time to maximize compaction. Pond leaks and
seepage can be minimized by employing special compacting equipment like “sheepsfoot” rollers or vibrating
tampers. The idea is to break down soil aggregates to
their smallest size, which reduces permeability.
Blanketing a pond bottom with a thick, impermeable
layer of clay can provide relief from leaks in gravelly
soils or soils that are underlain by fractured bedrock.
This method can be expensive, depending on how far
the replacement soils must be hauled to reach your
pond. The contractor often needs to place a thick layer
of clay over the entire bottom of the pond, not just the
leaky area. Plan on placing an additional foot of clay in
shallow areas, plus two inches more per foot of vertical
depth over ten feet. Cover the clay liner with a bed of
washed gravel to reduce cracking during dry conditions.
Bentonite is a colloidal clay product that swells in
the presence of water. It can be incorporated with
coarse-grained soil particles and then saturated to
form a nearly impenetrable layer on the bottom of
the pond. Many pond owners have been told that if
bentonite is poured directly into the water, it will “find”
a leak by following the flow of water. This is incorrect
and seldom provides a cure for pond leaks. Bentonite
incorporation is an expensive process that requires an
analysis of the existing pond basin conditions, soil tests,
and careful application in relatively dry conditions in
the pond basin.
Waterproof pond liners such as butyl rubber or polyethylene are available for ponds in gravelly soils or where
the location of a leak cannot be identified. Experienced
personnel will grade and smooth the pond bottom,
eliminating any possible source of punctures that would
compromise the lining. The liners are applied in strips,
with sealed overlaps that allow for expansion and contraction during seasonal changes. A trench just above
the water line anchors the liners. Often liners must
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be covered with six to eight inches of washed sand or
sifted soil to provide further protection from punctures.

Dike Stability
Erosion of soil in or near a pond can create a very serious hazard for pond owners and downhill neighbors.
An unexpectedly heavy rain or spring thaw can intensify a small erosion problem without warning.
Pond owners should check the dike and sides of ponds
carefully several times a year to ensure that the dike is
intact and stable. Check especially for unusually soggy
ground near the base of the dike, muddy water seeping
through the dike, rills (long channels in the soil), soil
slumping down the dike, and small washouts. If you
discover any of these signs of trouble, contact a conservation technician or contractor to solve the problem.
Wildlife Damage
Some of the burrowing mammals that can compromise the structure of your pond are muskrats,
woodchucks, and beavers. Muskrats are large rodents
that thrive on cattails and frequently build lodges in
the shallower areas of ponds and occasionally burrow
holes in pond dikes. Muskrat holes in dikes can cause
erosion and stability problems, although they are
seldom a problem in a stable pond bank away from a
dike. Since muskrats prefer thick stands of cattails as a
habitat element, reducing the larger cattail stands will
discourage muskrat populations. To reduce muskrat
damage in a dike, line the area above and below the
shoreline with tight fitting rocks or corrosion-resistant fencing. Mow the vegetation on a dike to reduce
muskrat cover. Nuisance muskrats can be trapped
in-season by a licensed trapper and sometimes outof-season with a nuisance management permit from
state hunting and trapping authorities.
Woodchucks can burrow into a dike down slope
from a pond, possibly creating leaks or highly erodible
areas. Mow taller vegetation that conceals woodchuck
holes, and hunt or trap woodchucks in accordance
with state laws.
Beavers seek to block areas with flowing water such
as pipes, earthen spillways, or even trash racks above
vertical spillway pipes. These blockages can cause
serious problems if the pond level rises above its design constraints. You might need an environmental
regulation or nuisance wildlife permit to remove a
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beaver lodge or to trap beavers that pose a problem for
your property. Pipe intakes can be fitted with special
anti-beaver devices that prevent blockage. Contact the
regional or state department overseeing nuisance wildlife regulations for guidance; many states have restrictions regarding the disturbance of beaver dams.
Geese and ducks create an attractive wildlife scene
on rural ponds. Occasionally they can cause a nuisance with aggressive behavior, nutrient pollution
from feces, and agitated sediment as they feed. There
are many ways to deter geese and ducks from a pond.
Ideally, pond owners should begin deterrence when
waterfowl first arrive. Once the birds establish nests,
they will increase their defensiveness and aggression.

Mowing and Pond Edge Vegetation
A strip of unmown vegetation, four to ten feet wide,
around the edge of a pond acts as a filter, wildlife habitat,
and safety barrier (figure 2.9, see page 36). To keep a
pond visible and safe, trim back taller vegetation such
as brushy willows and saplings. Many pond dikes have
steep sides, which are usually unsuitable for riding
mowers. Cut down the vegetation in these areas with
a brush mower or weed trimmer each year.
Although vegetation is important at a pond edge,
young woody vegetation should be cut off pond dikes.
The roots of trees and large shrubs can weaken a pond
dike, and if high winds push trees over, the roots can
pull up large sections of dike soil. If woody vegeta-

How to Reduce the Canada Goose Population at Your Pond

N

ear a rural pond, geese are often
welcome as occasional visitors. However,
when they arrive and remain in large
flocks, their behavior can quickly become a
nuisance. Excessive feathers, droppings, and
aggressive behaviors are common complaints.
In some areas, geese trample and consume
lawns, cause changes in nitrogen levels and
algae growth, and create unpleasant and
unhealthy conditions for swimming.
It is unlikely that there will ever be a single
technique for controlling geese economically
and effectively. Some techniques are useful
with low concentrations of geese but become
useless when the local population flourishes.
Repellents and lethal control through hunting
often work only temporarily; the most enduring solutions involve habitat modification.
Habitat modifications to control Canada geese include the following:
• Eliminate straight shorelines, islands, and
peninsulas. These features encourage nesting and movement from water to shore.
Although these features tend to be added
to ponds for human interest, they are also
ideal for concentrated activity of geese.
• Place walking paths on stable areas near

the water. The increase in human or dog
activity discourages geese from loafing.
In some areas, dogs are trained to chase
geese. Remember that people who use
walking paths should not feed geese.
• Add vegetative or rock barriers to the
shoreline. Geese seek mown grassy areas to move from water to shore. Geese
tend to avoid ponds with small trees,
shrubs, or large boulders along the bank.
• Modify the water level to change pond
features. Reducing or raising water levels
can eliminate islands or other features that
are favorable to geese. It is illegal to intentionally drown a nest with a clutch of eggs.
This technique should be used judiciously
to prevent harm to other forms of wildlife.
• Add fences, wires, roping, or strands of
ribbon. These structures prevent movement from water to shore, inhibit landing, and may be alarming to geese.
Pond owners who are reluctant to modify
the landscape are likely to continue to struggle
with goose problems once they have started.
Other deterrents are being investigated but will
need to be coupled with habitat modification.
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figure

2.9. Unmown vegetation at the edge of the pond reduces
nutrient problems, provides wildlife habitat, and increases the
stability of pond edges.

figure

tion starts to grow on a dike, keep it cut back. Do not
plant trees on a pond embankment. Keep the grass
trimmed to six inches or less to deter woodchucks and
muskrats, or use an erosion control plant like flatpea or
noninvasive vetch. Ask pond technicians for assistance
with large trees that have become established due to
long-term neglect of a pond dike. Ask for a professional
opinion about whether the trees should be removed
or just trimmed back.

Removing the darkening blanket of snow from ice can
provide light to oxygen-producing plants.

Pond Aeration
Plants and algae produce most of the oxygen available in a pond. A well-constructed pond with a natural spring water supply seldom has oxygen supply
problems. Supplemental aeration is the process of
using specialized equipment to increase oxygen and
circulation in pond water. The two basic types of aeration are surface aeration (fountains and paddles) and
subsurface aeration (pumping air to an underwater
diffuser). Several different maintenance problems can
be overcome with supplemental aeration:
Reducing winter fish kills. Fish and other aquatic organisms use oxygen in its dissolved form, not in bubble
form. Many pond owners are interested in increasing
the oxygen in pond water to reduce the risk of fish kills
during the winter. Agitators and strong bubblers can
maintain an area of open water through the winter,
which is sufficient for most ponds. Air diffusers add
some air bubbles to the water under ice, but this does
not usually result in high dissolved oxygen levels.
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2.10. Fountains can help increase oxygenation, especially
during summer months when warm water loses the dissolved
oxygen that fish rely on

Correcting oxygen imbalances. Low oxygen conditions can be created when bacteria are consuming
freshly killed vegetation in large quantities, often after
a full-pond herbicide or algaecide application. Also,
plants and algae respire through the night, sometimes
using oxygen in high amounts. Emergency aeration
of a pond might be necessary to keep fish and other
aquatic organisms alive when these conditions exist.
Reducing stratification. A significant oxygen-depleted
layer of water can develop at the bottom of a pond
in mid- to late summer. This occurs when the summer sun warms the surface, which is then less dense.
Rapid cooling of the surface by an early autumn chill
or cold rain causes a sudden mix (turnover), reducing the oxygen throughout the pond. An air diffuser
deep under water constantly mixes the layers of water,
preventing this stratification and keeping oxygen levels
more uniform throughout a pond. Surface aerators
have little effect on stratification.
Reducing floating-leaf weed. Floating-leaf plants such
as duckweed grow rapidly on the surface of small ponds
that are frequently still or stagnant. Surface agitation
or constant rippling reduces the growth of duckweedlike plants. Subsurface air diffusers seldom produce
enough wave action to reduce duckweed growth.
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Improving water quality. Extra oxygen increases the
rate at which bacteria break down organic matter. In addition, agitation and mixing cause gasses like methane
and ammonia (natural in ponds) to disperse into
the atmosphere. Pond owners who want to optimize
their ponds for swimming may benefit from added
aeration.

Research is under way to determine whether aeration
will help solve algae problems by increasing microbial
activity to break down excess nutrients that lead to
algae blooms. This research is inconclusive thus far.
Pond owners who are interested in trying this technique experimentally can use either a surface or a
subsurface aerator.
There are hundreds of pond aeration products available, from electric paddlewheels and pumps to windmill-driven air diffusers. Weigh the practicality of a
particular device against the purpose for which it will
be used.
Surface agitators add oxygen effectively, provide an
aesthetic touch (like a fountain), and are easy to monitor
(figure 2.10). They add dissolved oxygen and provide
more surface turbulence than subsurface diffusers.
Some pond owners enjoy the added decorative effect
of a fountain or other surface aerator, although they
can detract from a pond’s natural look. Although most
of these aerators require large motors and a special
electricity supply, some use standard ground-fault

interrupter electric receptacles. Wind-powered surface
aerators are also available. Talk to manufacturers about
your needs to determine the proper size.
Subsurface diffusers are quiet, require little maintenance, and are very good at mixing water throughout
a pond. They do a better job than surface aerators of
destratifying pond water. The one-third to threequarter horsepower air pumps run on standard electric
service. Windmill-powered air pumps are increasingly
popular and are good for more remote ponds that
require destratification.

Information Resources

Matson, T. Earth Ponds Sourcebook: The Pond Owner’s
Manual and Resource Guide. Woodstock, VT: Countryman Press, 1997.
Earth Ponds: The Country Pondmaker’s Guide to Building, Maintenance, and Restoration. 2nd ed. Woodstock, VT: Countryman Press, 1991.
McComas, S. Lake and Pond Management Guidebook.
Boca Raton, FL: Lewis Publishers, 2003.
Stern, C. G. Ponds: Building, Maintaining, Enjoying.
Birmingham, AL: Progressive Farmer, 1996.
U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA). Natural
Resources Conservation Service (NRCS). Ponds—
Planning, Design, Construction (NCRS Agriculture
Handbook 590). Washington, DC: USDA–NRCS,
2000.
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3

Fish Management
in Ponds

P

onds and fish are a perfect match. People
commonly say that they want a pond so that they
can go fishing in their own backyard (figure 3.1).
Although most people are interested in catching the
fish in their pond, other reasons to keep fish include
maintaining a diverse aquatic ecosystem, enjoying the
visual appearance of fish (such as koi), or controlling
unwanted pond vegetation with grass carp.
At times, maintaining a good-quality fish population
in a small pond can be as challenging as managing
fisheries in large lakes or oceans. Under other circumstances, a person can readily maintain fish in a small
pond with only a small amount of effort. In order to
successfully raise fish in your pond, you have to be
willing to take on the challenge of actively managing
a fishery within your own aquatic ecosystem. You
need to watch what is going on and learn about several
important features of your pond, and then take appropriate steps when necessary. This chapter provides the
basic information you need to evaluate the suitability
of your pond ecosystem for sustaining a fishery; it also
provides some guidelines for success.
Environmental conditions vary a great deal from
region to region, so it is not possible to provide a
“cookbook” for raising fish successfully in every pond.
The guidelines in this chapter will offer a good place to
start. If you are willing to experiment a bit, and if you
can accept the challenge of managing your own aquatic
ecosystem, you can satisfy your goal of successfully
raising fish in a pond. First, you must identify a few
important features within your pond ecosystem.

3.1. Recreational fishing is one of the main activities that
people enjoy on their ponds.
figure

Pond Fish Habitat

From a fish’s perspective, the fish habitat includes
all of the physical and chemical features of the surrounding aquatic environment. It also includes some
biological components, such as plants. Although some
pond plants cause pond owners concern, aquatic plants
create structures for fish that define the physical habitat
they occupy.

Temperature

Temperature is the most fundamental habitat characteristic that determines the type of fish that can live
in a particular pond (figure 3.2, see page 40). Most
ponds can be categorized as either coldwater ponds
39
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3.2. Water temperature affects whether a pond will be
suitable for certain species of fish.
figure

(with typical water temperatures seldom exceeding
74°F) or warmwater ponds (with water temperatures
regularly exceeding 74°F). Fisheries use water temperature to determine whether a pond can sustain a
population of trout. Coldwater ponds are suitable for
trout; warmwater ponds are suitable for bass, sunfish,
and almost all other common fish besides trout.
Water temperature is determined by both the water
source and the location of a pond. Potential water
sources for a pond include surface runoff, streams,
and underground springs. Groundwater from underground springs usually supplies ponds with their most
reliable source of cold water. Spring water often offers
a continual source of cold water during the summer,
unlike surface water sources—such as runoff and
streams—that are heated by the sun’s radiation and
warm summer air. Warmwater ponds are very common
and are usually isolated from groundwater sources.

three feet of distance toward the center of the pond (a
3:1 slope) is appropriate for this purpose.
Aquatic vegetation can provide an important pond
habitat for fish; it is not necessarily bad for fish survival
and growth. Indeed, aquatic vegetation offers both a
fish nursery and a feeding habitat, as long as the pond
is not so completely choked full of vegetation that the
fish cannot easily swim from one location to another
(figure 3.3).
Ponds with vegetation along 15–20 percent of the
shoreline are usually ideal for sustaining fish populations. Shoreline vegetation can provide shade, a source
of food, and protective cover within which fish can hide;
yet such vegetation can also make it inconvenient to
cast a fishing line into a pond. If you are interested in
angling, plan to establish a balance between beneficial
shore vegetation and being able to access convenient
fishing locations.

Depth and Vegetation

Water Quality for Pond Fish

Ponds are usually constructed with average depths
ranging between six and eight feet, and with a maximum depth not greater than ten to twelve feet. Depths
greater than twelve feet are not helpful for enhancing
fish production and only lead to greater construction
expense. A steep pond shoreline slope can help prevent
the growth of nuisance aquatic vegetation and make it
easier for anglers to fish in deep water where fish are
located. A slope that drops one foot in depth for every
40
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Water quality directly affects the fish in your pond.
Nutrients like phosphorus and nitrogen enrich the
growth of aquatic vegetation such as algae and rooted
pond vegetation, thereby controlling pond productivity. Most ponds have more than enough nutrients to
support fish production, and surrounding land uses
can contribute additional nutrients that produce algae
blooms and undesirable aquatic plant growth. Chapter 1
outlines how land use within the landscape surrounding
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What causes fish kills in ponds?

F

ish kills are usually caused by a lack of
suitable amounts of dissolved oxygen in
the water.
Ponds can be deoxygenated as a result of the
following conditions:

3.3. Aquatic vegetation is essential for breeding, feeding,
and cover for fish.
figure

a pond influences the pond’s nutrient levels and water
quality. Although the intentional introduction of
nutrients can increase pond productivity under certain conditions, over-fertilization is a more common
problem than a lack of nutrients.
Oxygen concentration is a particularly important
feature of pond water quality. Fish kills often result
from a lack of oxygen, particularly during hot weather
periods when ponds retain a layer of water near the
bottom that is quickly depleted of dissolved oxygen.
When high winds or cold rain cause this water to mix
with the upper layers of pond water, oxygen levels
often drop so low that fish cannot survive. You can
eliminate this problem by aerating a pond with commercial devices that spray or mix pond water with air,
thereby replenishing oxygen throughout the waters
of the pond.
Low light levels during winter, often intensified by
heavy snow conditions on the ice surface, can also lead
to winter oxygen depletion. These conditions can be
reduced by removing snow from the pond ice surface
throughout the winter. For ponds one-half acre in
size or smaller, keep the entire pond surface clear; for
larger ponds, clear one-half acre for each surface acre
of pond. Another solution is to cut fifteen to twenty
holes (at least two to three inches in diameter) through
the ice for each one-quarter acre of pond surface area;
then pump water from the pond and allow it to drain
back into the pond through the ice. Water should be
pumped for three to four hours, two to three times
a month during the winter. Bubble diffusers are also
commercially available for maintaining open areas in
ice cover during winter.

• Decomposing vegetation: Excessive microbial activity draws oxygen out of the
water.
• Warm water temperatures: Warm water
holds less oxygen than cool or cold water.
• Loss of sunlight in pond: Ice/snow packs
or dense algae blooms can block sunlight
and reduce photosynthesis.
• Turnover: Oxygen-depleted water wells
up suddenly from the bottom of the pond
due to temperature and density changes.
Sometimes a combination of these factors
leads to fish kill.

Spawning Habitat

With rare exceptions, trout will not reproduce in
earthen ponds, because most ponds lack a suitable
spawning habitat. For trout, a suitable habitat consists
of a gravel area through which groundwater flows
during the winter months. Groundwater provides
over-wintering eggs with a steady supply of water that
removes metabolic wastes. By contrast, many popular
pond fish within the sunfish family—including bass
and bluegill—usually will reproduce in ponds. In fact,
the smaller sunfish, such as bluegill and pumpkinseed,
tend to have the opposite problem in many ponds:
overpopulation.
Sunfish spawn in late spring over nests that are swept
clean of silt and guarded by adults, and pond shorelines provide the perfect habitat for successful sunfish
reproduction. Ultimately, sunfish can reproduce so
prolifically in warm shallow areas that they outstrip
the pond’s ability to produce enough food, resulting
in a population of stunted sunfish. Overpopulation of
small sunfish can be most easily alleviated by maintaining enough predators to consume large numbers
FISH MANAGEMENT IN PONDS
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of these abundant small fish. Alternatively, seine nets
can be used to remove overabundant fish, or a pond
can be drained to reduce the numbers of unwanted
fish. Overabundant aquatic vegetation that covers
more than 15–20 percent of the pond shoreline can
also contribute to an overabundance of small fish, if
the vegetation interferes with the feeding ability of
large predatory fish.

Fish Suitable for Constructed Ponds
Trout

Various kinds of trout, including brook (figure 3.4),
rainbow (figure 3.5), and brown trout (figure 3.6), are
raised in rural ponds. Keeping trout alive through
the summer months is often the greatest challenge
because the fish cannot tolerate warm water temperatures. Brook, brown, and rainbow trout survive
about equally well in ponds. Trout stocked as two-inch
spring fingerlings have a lower survival rate than those
stocked as five-inch fall fingerlings, so stocking fish in
spring often requires stocking some extra fish. Larger
fish stocked in the fall have greater survival rates, but
larger fish are also more expensive to purchase.
Brook trout are one of the most popular fish for
stocking in ponds; their beauty and taste are distinctive. Along with lake trout, brook trout belong to the
“char” subgroup of salmonine fish that is distinct from
the “true” trout and salmon. Originally found only in
eastern North America, brook trout were historically
so common in northeastern lakes and ponds that early
surveys noted waters in which brook trout were absent,
instead of noting their presence. Unfortunately, brook
trout are now less common due to competition with
nonnative brown and rainbow trout.
Rainbow trout are a particularly popular trout for
stocking in ponds because of their familiarity to most
people and their reputation for exciting angling, as well
as the fact that they grow to larger sizes than brook
trout. Although rainbow trout have been widely introduced into large, cold rivers and lakes throughout the
world, they are native to the Pacific Coast of western
North America.
The brown trout was originally native to Europe
before being introduced widely throughout the world.
Brown trout are somewhat less desirable for pond stocking than brook and rainbow trout because they are more
difficult to catch and therefore provide poor fishing.
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Large brown trout also prey heavily on fingerlings
introduced for restocking, making it more difficult to
manage a steady abundance of brown trout in a pond.
Although now widely found in many U.S. rivers and
streams, brown trout out-compete native fish such
as brook trout because they can tolerate warmer and
slightly degraded water quality conditions.
Any trout species for ponds should be stocked at a
density of six hundred fish per acre, but this number
should be adjusted up or down according to pond
habitat conditions, such as depth and water quality,
and the amount of harvest that is taking place. Initially
it is probably best to stock a smaller density of fish,
and then adjust future stocking rates upward if you are
satisfied with the results of your initial stocking rate.
One trick to being successful as a fish pond manager
is to experiment and keep records of various stocking
regimes to learn what works best in your pond.
Trout can be stocked in ponds without other fish
because they can grow successfully by feeding on
aquatic insects and other small pond crustaceans. If
trout grow large enough to feed on minnows or small
sunfish such as bluegill, these forage fish can provide
an additional boost to trout growth rates. To ensure
that minnows do not compete with the small trout for
food, it is best to wait one year after stocking trout to
add minnows to a new or renovated pond, and you
should make sure that some trout are at least twice as
large as the minnows. It is unusual to find trout surviving into their third year after being stocked within a
pond, so a trout pond will have to be restocked with
trout every few years. Minnows also might have to be
restocked, depending on their ability to reproduce in
a particular pond and the amount of predatory trout
present in the pond.

Bass and Bluegills

Adult largemouth bass (figure 3.7) always prey on
smaller fish, which means that they must be stocked
in a pond that contains forage fish. Largemouth bass
are popular for angling because they can grow to
very large sizes and put up a real battle when caught
by hook and line. Ponds are frequently stocked with
combinations of largemouth bass and bluegill sunfish
(figure 3.8, page 44), because bluegills reproduce easily
and small bluegills provide food for the larger bass.
Minnow species, such as fathead minnows (figure 3.9,
page 44) and golden shiners (figure 3.10, page 44), also
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provide good forage for bass to consume, and minnows
are less prone than sunfish to overpopulate a pond.
Shiners and minnows can disappear after several years
due to predation by the bass, so you must keep track of
whether these forage fish are still present in your pond
in order to maintain good bass growth rates.
Suitable initial stocking rates for bass and bluegill are
five hundred sunfish and one hundred bass fingerlings
per acre. Similarly, initial stocking rates for bass and
another forage fish, such as fathead minnows, are five
hundred minnows and one hundred bass fingerlings
per acre. All of these fish readily reproduce in ponds,
so restocking should not be required. Instead, it will
be important to manage the harvest of bass and forage
fish to maintain favorable bass growth rates.

figu re

3.4. Brook trout — best suited
for coldwater ponds.

Other Fish for Ponds

As ponds have become more common throughout
rural landscapes, more people have shown an interest in maintaining diverse fisheries—often reflecting
their personal preference for popular sport fish. Some
of these fish, such as yellow perch (figure 3.11, page
44) and bullheads, thrive in pond environments to
such an extent that they generate large populations
of stunted fish. Because they are spiny, bullhead are
not readily consumed by predatory bass or trout, so
they end up competing with more desirable fish for
small prey. These species should only be considered
for stocking if you are capable and willing to regularly
reduce their abundance using nets or by drawing down
the pond water level.
Smallmouth bass (figure 3.12, page 45) provide a good
alternative to largemouth bass, particularly in ponds
with large crayfish populations and in ponds that are
cold throughout much of the year, yet periodically exceed 74 degrees. Smallmouth bass are active fish that are
fun to catch, and they are a suitable species for ponds
that have both coldwater and warmwater characteristics. Historically, largemouth bass have received the
most attention from pond owners in warmer climates,
but smallmouth bass are now attracting greater interest in colder northern climates. As with largemouth
bass, smallmouth bass should be stocked along with a
suitable forage fish, although they will also make good
use of crayfish as prey. Spawning requirements for
smallmouth bass are a bit more restrictive than those
for largemouth bass, because smallmouth need sand
or gravel to build their nests. It is sometimes necessary

3.5. Rainbow trout — familiar,
good for coldwater ponds.

figure

figure

figure

3.6. Brown trout — non-native, less
successful than other trout.

3.7. Largemouth bass — suitable for most
ponds, requires small fish for prey.
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figure

3.8. Bluegill — reproduces easily in ponds.

figure 3.9. Fathead minnow —
stocked as forage fish for bass.

3.10. Golden shiner — forage fish,
rarely overpopulates a pond.

figure

3.11. Yellow perch — can overpopulate and become stunted.

figure
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to add gravel to a pond shoreline area in order to assist smallmouth bass reproduction, and supplemental
stocking of smallmouth bass might also be needed in
situations where the spawning habitat is limited.
Channel catfish (figure 3.13) are commonly stocked
and do well in many warmwater ponds. These fish are
bottom feeders that do not compete with bass, so they
can supplement fish production in a pond with bass
and bluegill (or bass and minnows). Channel catfish
seldom reproduce in ponds, so they have to be restocked
every few years at a density of one hundred fingerlings
per acre. Pond owners should recognize that channel
catfish often stir up bottom sediments while they are
feeding, producing murky water conditions.
Black crappies (figure 3.14) have also received attention as a potential pond fish, but they are very prone to
stunting. Good growth rates of black crappie can only
be maintained in ponds with relatively small numbers
of these fish; therefore they do best in ponds with high
densities of large predatory bass. Crappie should generally be considered for stocking on an experimental
basis because standard stocking recommendations
have not been widely evaluated under a variety of
pond conditions. Black crappies are usually available
as fall fingerlings and should be initially stocked at a
density of fifty to one hundred per acre.
Several types of large predatory fish that are actively
sought by anglers in public waters are not generally
suitable for ponds. These include walleye (figure 3.15)
and northern pike (figure 3.16), both of which fail to
grow very large—or fail to survive at all—in small
ponds. Walleye are frequently raised in ponds to a size
suitable for stocking in public waters (i.e., three to four
inches in length). At this size they become cannibalistic
and cannot be maintained easily within a typical pond.
      Note that many fish commonly stocked in ponds are
not native in various regions. Although many of these
species are now so common in waters throughout North
America that we have become accustomed to having
them around, their proliferation often contributes to
the decline of native fish species. For example, the
widespread introduction of brown trout has displaced
the colorful, native brook trout from many waters
throughout the northeastern United States. For that
reason, pond owners should consider raising native
fish. In many cases this will be challenging, but it can
be rewarding to learn more about the fauna that once
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dominated regional landscapes. In any event, nonnative
fish that previously have not been introduced within
a region should never be stocked in a pond.

Bird Predation

It is important to recognize that many birds are predators that consume fish. Great blue herons, kingfishers,
and many other bird species are frequently seen along
pond shorelines, hunting any fish that are available to
eat. There are no legal ways to control predation by
these animals, so it is best to accept the fact that we
share a common environment. Birds rarely decimate
a fish population within a pond, but it is useful to
recognize that fish are particularly susceptible to being preyed upon shortly after they have been released
into a pond.

Determining Balance

When is a fish population in balance? How can I
determine if a balanced condition exists in my pond?
These two questions are often asked by pond owners. A truly balanced condition might not produce
satisfactory fish growth and abundance to satisfy
your angling interests, and fish populations continually change in response to changing environmental
conditions (such as warmer and cooler weather).
Fisheries biologists sometimes describe balance as a
satisfactory relationship between the predator and the
prey fish in a pond.
There are usually three basic components of a balanced fish population:

3.12. Smallmouth bass —
good for spring-fed ponds.

figure

3.13. Channel catfish — bottom-feeder for
warmwater ponds; may stir up sediment.

figure

3.14. Black crappie — not typically stocked in
ponds; possibly successful in very small numbers.

figure

1. Fish of harvestable size
2. Annual reproduction
3. A combination of fish, including at least one
predator species
Achieving all three factors requires a flair for experimentation, written records of stocking and fish removal
(including fish kills), and good observation.

3.15. Walleye — unsuitable for most ponds,
except for planned release in public waters.

figure

How to Manage Fish in Ponds

To manage the fish in your pond, follow this stepby-step approach to pond fish management:
1. Survey the physical structure of your pond
Measure and record pond water temperatures at

3.16. Northern pike — predatory and
unsuitable for pond environments.

figure
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3.17. An area and depth profile shows the physical structure of the pond basin.

a variety of depths through all seasons (figure 3.17).
Identify likely sources of water and nutrient inputs.
Find out what types of fish currently live in the pond.
If you want to raise bass or trout in a pond that already
contains species prone to overpopulation, such as yellow perch or bullhead, you should first drain the pond
and remove these fish.
2. Stock the pond with appropriate fish for the habitat
      Stock your pond with (1) a combination of bass and
forage fish, (2) a combination of trout and forage fish, or
(3) just trout. Small fingerling fish, one to five inches in
length, should always be used to stock new or renovated
ponds. Initial stocking rates for bass and bluegill are
five hundred sunfish and one hundred bass fingerlings
per acre. Similar initial stocking rates for bass and
another forage fish, such as fathead minnows, are five
hundred minnows and one hundred bass fingerlings
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per acre. Trout should be stocked at an initial density
of six hundred fingerling fish per acre. Fish for stocking can be obtained from commercial suppliers, and
in many states, county conservation district offices and
other local agencies provide information about where
to obtain fish for stocking. For ecological, ethical, and
legal reasons, avoid moving fish from natural streams
and lakes to your pond; state fishing regulations apply
to all fish removed from state waters. Contact your state
department of environmental conservation or fisheries
management agency for information regarding permit
requirements for stocking fish in ponds and a list of
licensed suppliers within your state.
3. Adjust your fish management practices
Keep track of how many fish you stock in your pond
and how many you remove by angling. Observe the
abundance and growth of fish in your pond. Bass and
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bluegill are not likely to require restocking, although
minnows need to be restocked periodically. Trout
almost always have to be stocked at least once every
three years. Watch for fish in the spring to make sure
that they have successfully survived the winter, indicating that winter oxygen depletion was not a problem.
Regularly observe or try to catch fish in your pond;
this will provide the best indication of whether the
fish are thriving.
4. Research additional information and ask
questions of professionals
Consult the detailed references below for information
about managing pond fisheries for specific objectives
(e.g., trophy bass) or to resolve problems such as the

presence of fish parasites, diseases, fish kills, muddy
water, or the presence of undesirable fish.

Information Resources

Austin, M., H. Devine, L. Goedde, M. Greenlee, T. Hall,
L. Johnson, and P. Moser. Ohio Pond Management
Handbook: A Guide to Managing Ponds for Fishing
and Attracting Wildlife. Ohio Department of Natural
Resources, 2005. Available at: http://www.dnr.state.
oh.us/wildlife/fishing/pond/default.htm
Management of Fish Ponds in Pennsylvania. Penn State
Agricultural Research and Cooperative Extension
Bulletin. Available at: http://pubs.cas.psu.edu/
freepubs/pdfs/uh137.pdf
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4

Aquatic Plants and
Weeds in Ponds

P

onds are a source of great fun for fishing, boating, and swimming. Farm ponds are also useful
for watering livestock and collecting runoff
from fields and outbuildings. Unfortunately, the plants
associated with shorelines and pond bottoms are too
often considered “weeds” and eradicated.
Not all pond plants are weeds (figure 4.1). Aquatic
plants are an interesting and diverse part of all pond and
lake systems, and they provide a wealth of important
functions. Their ecological “services” may be lost if they
are removed without careful planning. Therefore, it is
important to distinguish between perceived and real
problems with aquatic plants and to carefully choose
an appropriate management strategy.
This chapter provides guidelines for understanding
pond weed problems and the solutions available for
dealing with them. Due to differing state and local
regulations and differing pond conditions, abatement
practices are discussed in general here.

figure

Not All Pond Plants Are “Weeds”

4.1. Some pond plants become weeds, but most do not.

how the plants get nutrients, reproduce, and use their
environment.
Recognizing the five basic plant types is helpful for
selecting the best pond weed strategy.

Aquatic plants include an incredibly diverse array of
types and species. These plants can be broadly organized into several different groups based on whether
they are vascular plants, which have true roots, stems,
and leaves, or algae, which do not have true roots,
stems, and leaves. A second way of grouping pond
plants is based on whether they have leaves and roots
that float suspended in, or on, the water; or they are
rooted in the pond bottom. These differences control

1. Phytoplankton are microscopic, single-celled
algae that float in the water. Where they are
found in high densities, phytoplankton give
water a translucent greenish, brownish, or even
reddish color.
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figure

4.2. Duckweed is an example of a free-floating pond plant.

2. Emergent species, such as cattails and rushes,
are rooted in sediment and have rigid stems
that hold their leaves above the water. They also
grow well in mud or shallow water.
3. Submerged plants have the majority of their
foliage below the water surface. Most have thin,
flexible leaves and stems. Several nonnative
plants, including Brazilian elodea (Egeria densa)
and Eurasian water milfoil (Myriophyllum spicatum), are examples of invasive submerged
plants.
4. Floating leaf plants are rooted in the sediment
but have flexible stems that allow their leaves to
float directly upon the water surface. Water lilies
(Nymphaea odorata), with their flat lily pads, are
showy representatives of this group.
5. Free-floating plants do not have roots connected
to the pond bottom. Their leaves float freely
around on the water surface, and the roots are
suspended in the water below. Duckweed is the
common name for several such species, which
have leaves and roots that are all less than onefourth inch wide (figure 4.2). Filamentous algae
have no true roots or leaves, but because they
form thick, stringy mats that float around on the
surface, they are included in this group.
Pond plants perform a lot of work in your pond that
is important to the quality of your pond and to you as
50
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4.3. An attractive plant like fragrant water lily can become a
weed when it grows excessively and interferes with planned uses
such as swimming.
figure

a pond owner. Good management of aquatic plants ensures that these ecological services are being provided:
• Plant stems and leaves provide protective nursery areas for young fish.
• Plant leaves provide shade and cool the bottom
of the pond.
• Plant stems and leaves provide food and habitat
for aquatic insects that are a primary source of
food for fish and other wildlife.
• Plant leaves put dissolved oxygen into the water
where it is used by fish and other organisms.
• Plant stems and leaves rock gently back and
forth, absorbing wave energy and reducing
shoreline erosion.
• Plant roots bind the sediment, which reduces
erosion, and also filter out contaminants from
groundwater before it enters the pond.

When Is an Aquatic Plant a Weed?

Sometimes plants are perceived to be a problem
because they interfere with a landowner’s view of a
pond or because they regularly clog up fishing tackle
or make the water unpleasant for swimming. However,
the plants may compose a diverse and healthy community that provides many of the benefits described
above. Plants become a problem when excessive growth
of one or two species replaces all other plants (figure 4.3).
Under these conditions, many of the benefits are lost.
For instance, the spread of duckweed across the surface
of an entire pond could shade and possibly kill any
submerged species. The invasive spread of an emergent
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seed and through other reproductive structures. Some
plants are absent from a pond simply because there has
been no opportunity for their seeds or reproductive
tissue to get transported there. But given the chance,
they will readily colonize and spread from one pond
to another.

Step-by-Step Approach to Choosing a
Pond Weed Strategy

figure

4.4. A large weed patch in a pond.

plant, like cattail, could overwhelm native plants and
deprive them of space, nutrients, and light.

What Causes Excessive Growth of Some Plants?

      The quantity, types, and species of aquatic plants
are controlled by a complex set of factors. By understanding how plants get out of control, you can usually
cure a weed problem, not just treat its symptoms. As
with farm crops and garden plants, the two main factors controlling pond plant growth are nutrients and
light. Nutrients can be dissolved in water or bound to
sediments, or they might drain into the pond along
groundwater seepage areas. Excessive nutrients encourage more weedy plants, often to nuisance levels.
Light penetration through the water is a major factor
affecting the depth at which submerged plants can
live. The depth of light penetration can be seriously
reduced when suspended sediment particles or phytoplankton fill the water. In excess amounts, floating-leaf
plants also can totally shade and prevent the growth
of submerged plants.
Fish, waterfowl, and other animals eat certain kinds
of plants, which controls their number and distribution. Excessive wave action along some shorelines can
severely affect the ability of plants to get established and
grow. For example, floating duckweed is sensitive to
both water and wind motion, which reduce its ability
to spread in surface waters.
Aquatic plants have evolved a variety of strategies to
ensure their successful transfer from one water body
to another. Most aquatic plants will readily re-grow
from fragments of leaves or roots. They spread by

If you are deciding whether to manage aquatic plants
in your pond, it should be a well-considered choice.
Consultants, extension agents, environmental protection staff, naturalists, and research-based Internet
sources can provide you with professional help and
information to make good decisions.
If you remove the pest plant that is currently there,
something else will usually grow in its place. Three key
steps are needed before choosing the most appropriate
pond weed management strategy:
Step 1: Clearly define your overall goals and weekto-week uses of your pond.
Depending on your goals, different management
options are appropriate.
• Do you like to use the pond for fishing and recreation?
• Is your goal to provide access to the pond for
boats or swimming in the immediate future?
• Do you need the pond for livestock, irrigation,
or collecting runoff?
Step 2: Identify what types and species of plants
should be targeted.
Some plants are problems; others are not. Different management strategies work for different plants.
Some exotic weeds have native counterparts that are
very similar in appearance. Ask representatives from
your soil and water conservation district, the Natural
Resource Conservation Service, aquatic plant retailers, or cooperative extension to help you identify your
plants. A list of clearly presented, illustrated guides to
aquatic plants appears at the end of this chapter.
Step 3: Include key facts when selecting the most
appropriate strategy.
Just as you consider which options best fit your
AQUATIC PLANTS AND WEEDS IN PONDS
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particular situation when you buy a car or make other
large purchases, you should take into account the
particular characteristics of your pond in order to get
the best management results:

Determine the size of the pond. Estimate the area of
the water surface, the length of the shoreline, the
average depth, and the approximate volume of your
pond. More anti-weed resources are usually needed
for larger, deeper ponds or those with long, meandering shorelines. For example, you will need greater
amounts of treatments such as dyes and some herbicides in order to obtain the concentration needed to
be effective in a larger or deeper pond (assuming it is
allowed in your state). Where and how big a patch of
plants is a problem? Problem plants located in small
patches, perhaps between docks, can be treated differently from large patches of the same plant distributed
widely along the shoreline.
Determine how fast water moves through the pond. Water resides in each pond for different lengths of time,
depending on the number and size of streams flowing
in and out of the pond, the depth of the pond, and the
contribution of groundwater. A faster flow (also called
a high “flushing rate”) means that water passes through
the pond in a shorter time. In ponds with faster flows,
some techniques, such as an herbicide application,
might be less effective because the chemical might be
flushed out of the pond before it does its job.
Identify other important plants in the pond. Most weed
management strategies are not specific to your target
plant but will affect other plants as well. It is useful to
identify the other, more common or dominant plant
species in your pond. For example, grass carp have
preferences for different plant types and might not
select your targeted weed if other favored plants are
available. (Check the legal status of grass carp in your
locality nonetheless.)
Decide which side effects are unacceptable to you. Several
weed control methods have side effects that can impair
the quality of water for drinking and swimming. There
may be a delay of several hours to several days after
application before the water can be used for irrigation, livestock consumption, recreation, or drinking.
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Determine what other areas may be affected. Some
strategies will affect more than the selected stretch
of shoreline. If a pond has more than one owner,
permission from all owners usually is needed before
herbicides and other methods can be applied.
Calculate economic costs. The costs of treatments vary
widely, depending on the type of treatment and the
physical attributes of the pond. Chemical treatments
tend to have the most immediate effects, but they
are also the most expensive, and reapplications are
sometimes needed.
Adhere to legal requirements. The purchase and use of
chemicals, grass carp, and some other weed control
methods usually require a permit from the state environmental protection agency.

Choose the Best Pond Weed Strategy

There are eight different approaches to managing
pond plants that have become weeds:
• Identify and reduce sources of nutrients that are
contributing to excess weed growth.
• Physically remove all or part of the weeds by cutting, raking, hoeing, skimming, and mowing
them.
• Cover the bottom substrate with fabric barriers to
inhibit growth.
• Chemically dye the water to reduce the light
penetration critical for plant growth.
• Introduce fish, insects, or other biological control
agents that consume weeds.
• Draw down the water level in winter to freeze
weed roots and seeds.
• Float loose sacks of barley straw in early spring.
As a home remedy, some pond owners have
found that decomposing barley straw early in
the season keeps the pond clear of some forms
of algae.
• Apply herbicides or algaecides that target particular types of weeds.
The effectiveness of different treatment strategies
for controlling each of the five different plant groups,
plus filamentous algae, is shown in table 4.1.
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table

4.1. General Guide to Suitability of Treatments, by Plant Group
Emergent

Submerged

Floating
leaf

Free floating

Filamentous
algae

Planktonic
algae

Nutrient control
Skimming/raking
Dredging
Mowing/cutting
Bottom barriers
Shades/dyes
Grass carp
Insects
Water drawdown
Barley straw
Herbicides/algaecides
  = Effective control

  = Partial control — proper technique required

Techniques for Controlling Pond Weeds

The eight pond weed management approaches and
the primary advantages and disadvantages of each
are described below. This summary is intended as an
introduction, so that you will understand the level of
effort and cost involved in each choice. Additional
information can be obtained from technical advisors
working for the cooperative extension system, soil and
water conservation districts, or the Natural Resource
Conservation Service, and from research-based Internet resources.

Nutrient Input Control

Frequently, the condition in the pond that is encouraging excessive aquatic plant growth is an overabundance of nutrients in surface water. Phosphorus is a very
influential nutrient in fresh water; less phosphorus in
the water usually leads to less weed growth (figure 4.5,
see page 54). Nitrogen, calcium, and other nutrients
may also be present in high concentrations, and they
too promote weed growth. These nutrients generally
enter from tributaries, runoff, or groundwater, either
dissolved in the water or attached to suspended soil
particles. Over time, these nutrients will also accumulate in the pond sediments. Algae blooms, in which

  = Little or no control

phytoplankton turns the water a translucent pea-soup
green, or the presence of filamentous green algae in
otherwise clear water often indicates the presence of
excess nutrients.
If you are constructing a pond, site it in an area
with substantial groundwater flow and fine-textured
soils, and away from possible sources of nutrients.
Controlling the source of the nutrients coming from
areas upslope or upstream of the pond is critical. If
you cannot change the position of the pond, try these
methods:
• Perform regular maintenance on septic systems
to reduce underground pollutant seepage.
• Stop or minimize the use of lawn fertilizers and
pesticides in the immediate pond watershed;
seek low-phosphorus fertilizers.
• Maintain healthy, vegetated buffer strips along
the pond shoreline and along the banks of feeder streams. Buffer strips are distinct zones where
trees, shrubs, and grasses are allowed to grow
taller and thicker. These buffer strips trap sediments and dissolved nutrients associated with
overland runoff and can filter out contaminants
in groundwater (figure 4.6, see page 54).
AQUATIC PLANTS AND WEEDS IN PONDS
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pool will need periodic dredging to remove the
sediments.
• Use best management practices for agriculture
—such as reduced and well-timed fertilizer application, growing winter cover crops or leaving
crop residues to reduce erosion, and cropping
along contours—to reduce nutrient runoff.
• Discourage visits by excessive numbers of Canada geese, ducks, and domesticated waterfowl,
whose fecal material is a significant source of
nutrients.

4.5. Controlling nutrients like phosphorous will often reduce
excess algae.
figure

4.6. Plants are allowed to grow taller and thicker in a buffer
strip around a pond.
figure

figure

4.7. Mown cattails.

• Where there are direct tributaries carrying sediment into the pond, consider digging a small
catch pool just upstream of the pond. This “micropool” will slow the flow of water and trap
some sediment before it can enter the pond. The
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Limiting nutrient inflow in streams or groundwater
might not address the problem of nutrients that have
already accumulated in the pond sediments. Persistent
physical harvesting of aquatic plants for several years
can slowly reduce excess nutrient levels in a pond.
Alternatively, alum (aluminum sulfate) can be used to
reduce excess phosphorus already in the pond. When
applied to the water surface, alum combines with the
dissolved phosphorus in the water to form a heavy
compound that settles to the bottom, subsequently
forming a barrier that reduces the further release of
phosphorus from the sediment. This reaction is known
to affect pH levels in water, and in some circumstances
a buffered alum product is necessary. The North American Lake Management Society continues to research
the use of alum in water bodies and is a good source
for current research. The appropriate application rate
depends on your pond’s circumstances, so check with
local conservation and extension personnel for sitespecific guidelines.
Identifying and controlling the source of nutrient
contamination in your pond takes time, effort, and
cooperation with your neighbors. Communicating with
upstream landowners and asking them for assistance
is often necessary. Explain your pond objectives and
that their cooperation can help reduce the effort and
expense you may incur in managing noxious weeds.

Methods for Physical Removal
Hand Rake Harvesting
Perhaps the most straightforward method of weed
control is the manual removal of the plants using a
rake, hoe, or other tool. This technique works well
for small patches of weeds, patches located around
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docks, and in other hard-to-reach places. It also may
be cost-effective in very large ponds, where chemical
treatment is impractical. A hoe usually removes the
plant roots, making this method more permanent.
Manually removing the plants can be inexpensive,
unless you have to pay commercial diver wages. Hand
removal also allows the selective removal of certain
plant species while leaving others intact. The harvested
plant material will decompose rapidly and make excellent compost.
Manual removal is particularly effective for free-floating plants, such as the duckweeds (Lemna spp.), water
chestnut (Trapa natans), and some floating filamentous
algae. Choose a breezy day when the surface plants are
being driven toward the shoreline. Use a pool skimmer outfitted with a fine mesh screen to scoop up the
plants while walking along the shore.
The drawbacks to hand harvesting are the labor
required and the risk of further spreading the weeds.
The approach works well along shallow shorelines
but is difficult where water depths are greater than
three feet. In such areas, it may require swimmers
or personnel with diving abilities. Cutting up some
aquatic plant species allows them to disperse and may
encourage their establishment elsewhere in the pond.
To reduce the risk of unintentionally increasing your
weed problem, be sure to have the problem plant accurately identified, and find out whether it reproduces
from broken fragments. For example, Eurasian water
milfoil, filamentous algae, and water chestnut can
reproduce by fragmentation.

Surface Skimming
With a pool skimmer, you can remove small clusters
of duckweed and floating algae before they get too heavy
to move. For added reach, attach an extending pole to
the skimmer, or tour the pond in a canoe, dumping
the floating weeds right into the vessel. Leave some
clusters of native submerged plants behind as wildlife
food. In the few hours it takes to skim away weeds, you
will be preventing your pond weeds from getting out
of control. The residue can be composted and added
to your garden as a rich fertilizer.
Cutting/Mowing
Cattails (Typha spp.), giant reed grass (Phragmites
australis), purple loosestrife (Lythrum salicaria), and

Japanese knotweed (Polygonum cuspidatum) are particularly invasive emergent wetland species that may
dominate along a pond shoreline. These species can
be gradually eliminated through persistent mowing.
Timing is everything if you decide to mow or cut them.
Cutting them in May can stimulate growth, so wait
until late summer if you are only going to cut once. If
you cut the entire patch of weeds below the water line
two or three times in a season, very few will grow back
the following year. Your cutting will have deprived the
roots of their important food source and reduced the
amount for storage. Winter cutting will have almost
no effect on emergent plants.
Cut or mow cattails and other weeds with shears,
a gas-powered weed trimmer, or another safe, sharp
cutting tool (figure 4.7). Do not use electrical tools near
ponds. Cut the cattails close to or under the water line,
removing as much of the leaf blade as possible. Rake
or pile the leaves away from the pond or add them to
your compost pile. A brush hog attachment on a tractor
can be used only if the pond bank is stable and safely
sloped. Do not operate heavy tractors on a dike.
On the downside, cutting is harder to do during
years when the water is high, if plants are in standing
water. Many emergent plants, such as loosestrife, cattail, and knotweed, easily move nutrients around from
one part of a patch to another area through rootlike
rhizomes, so all the plants in a patch must be cut down
for effective control.

Dredging Weeds
Some pond owners resort to dredging to remove
pond plants such as cattails. Dredging is the process
of using a mechanical scoop to dig out large areas of
mucky pond soil. The removal of cattails and the soil
they grow in is very disruptive to a pond, but it can be
a more permanent solution to cattail control because
the root systems are removed. The dredging activity
should increase the depth at the edge of the pond to
a point where cattails are unlikely to grow back (i.e.,
eighteen to twenty-four inches).
Dredging is best done when the pond level is lowered below the level where the work will take place.
Avoid scooping out pond water, plants, and soil all at
the same time. If the water line is lowered, the work
can be done with a small bulldozer or backhoe by a
qualified operator. Dredging usually creates a hidden
AQUATIC PLANTS AND WEEDS IN PONDS
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is necessary or if there are any restrictions. The lake
owner’s association, soil and water conservation district, cooperative extension, or a state environmental
agency can provide this information.

Shades or Dyes

figure

grow.

4.8. Grass carp control some weeds by eating them as they

underwater shelf. Be aware that this sudden drop-off
near the shore can create a hazard for children and
adults; if this is a possibility, backfill the dredged hole
with compacted soil.

Bottom Barriers

Laying down dark burlap, plastic fabric, or a geotextile fabric across the pond bottom prevents light from
penetrating to the sediment and therefore inhibits
plants from germinating. Placement during the summer
will kill plants under the fabric. This is a useful technique for small patches and patches around docks.
Many barrier materials are hard to handle and secure
under water. Try to drain as much water from the
pond as possible before laying down the fabric, or use
snorkeling or scuba equipment. Gas bubbles from the
sediment and rotting vegetation can build up under
the cloth and cause it to float toward the surface. Geotextiles are usually permeable to allow gas to escape;
otherwise holes will need to be punched through the
fabric at twenty-four-inch intervals. The fabric will
tend to slip down steeper slopes and will need to be
anchored into the bottom of the pond or sandbagged.
Some pond managers recommend attaching the fabric to weighted wooden frames for easier placement
and removal. Fish hooks, paddles, and other objects
might get caught in the material. Depending on the
pond, sediment might accumulate rapidly on top of
the fabric, allowing new plants to establish themselves.
Regular maintenance is critical.
Before putting a weed barrier in place in a water
body with multiple owners, check to see if a permit
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Water-soluble dyes can be used to color pond water
a blue or blue-green color. They work by reducing the
penetration of red-orange and blue-violet sunlight
wavelengths needed by plants growing below the surface of the pond. These dyes work best for the submerged plant species, such as chara or Eurasian water
milfoil, and submerged filamentous algae. The dyes
are applied in early spring or may be applied directly
on the ice in late winter. However, sufficient dye needs
to be added to reach the recommended concentration
throughout the entire pond. To maintain the needed
concentration and prevent plant growth, additional
dye might be needed as the season progresses.
To prevent excess dilution of the dye, you should
know the total water volume in the pond (see chapter
1) and the rate at which new water flows into and out
of the pond (the flushing rate). Most of the shades are
similar to food dyes, are inexpensive and inert, and
generally have no impact on health. Read and follow
the label, and use the dye in accordance with listed
restrictions. There are several different chemical dyes
available for controlling aquatic plant growth. However,
some formulations of shades and dyes are considered
herbicides and a license may be required to purchase
or apply them in some states. Chemical shades are less
useful along pond shorelines and in ditches, where the
water is too shallow to reduce light penetration (i.e.,
less than twenty inches). Weeds may grow near the
water surface, where the dye is ineffective. Chemical
shades are not effective for emergent plants, like cattails,
or for species such as curly-leaf pondweed, which has
foliage concentrated near the water surface.

Biological Control Agents
Sterile Grass Carp
Grass carp (Ctenopharyngodon idella), or white
amur, are plant-eating fish that were introduced to the
United States from Asia. Under the right conditions,
they consume large quantities of young plants and so
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Feeding Preference List for Triploid Grass Carp: Summarized from Studies
Conducted in Florida, Illinois, and the Northwestern United States
Plants within each category are listed in decreasing
order of preference.
Plants that grass carp preferred to eat:
• Pondweeds, including Potamogeton crispus
(curly-leafed pondweed) and P. pectinatus
(sago pondweed)
• Najas spp. (Naiads)
• Elodea canadensis (elodea)
• Duckweeds (Wolffia spp., Spirodela spp.,
Lemna spp.)

are useful in the control of some species (figure 4.8).
These fish tolerate wide ranges in temperature and low
oxygen concentrations, and they can grow to three or
four feet long. Grass carp are related to koi, a much
smaller, ornamental fish, and are also edible. In fact,
they are a preferred food in Europe!
Before considering the use of grass carp, contact
your local department of environmental protection to
find out if permits are required and if grass carp use
is legal. Stock ten- to twelve-inch grass carp, based on
the size of your pond and how weedy it is:
• Low density of weeds preferred by grass carp:
five fish per acre
• Medium density of weeds preferred by grass
carp: ten fish per acre
• High density of weeds preferred by grass carp:
up to fifteen fish per acre
Grass carp should be introduced incrementally, and
in compliance with state laws, in order to achieve the
desired level of weed control with the fewest number
of fish. For the control they provide, grass carp are
relatively inexpensive, generally fourteen to twenty
dollars per fish. The law stipulates that grass carp must
be sterile in order to ensure that they do not escape,
reproduce, and destroy natural aquatic systems.
Most people do not realize that grass carp have dis-

Plants that grass carp were less likely to eat:
• Myriophyllum spp., including M. spicatum
(Eurasian milfoil) and M. brasiliense (parrotfeather)
• Water lilies, including Brasenia schreberi
(watershield), Nuphar (spatterdock), and
Nyphoides spp. (floating heart)
• Filamentous algae
Note: Egeria densa (Brazilian elodea), Vallisneria sp. (tapegrass), and Ceratophyllum demersum (coontail) were
highly variable in preference depending on study.

tinct plant preferences. They only eat certain kinds of
plants, even though the preferred plants may look just
like the nonpreferred plants. Research suggests that
they readily consume pond plants like elodea, coontail,
chara, potomageton weeds (young and tender), hydrilla,
and duckweed (see sidebar). However, the amount and
type of plants they eat are strongly dependent on the
size and age of the carp, the water temperature, and
what other types of plants are available.
Once you add grass carp to a pond, they are difficult
to remove. They will consume weeds effectively for a
few years and then slow down their weed control as
they age. Most often, grass carp die of natural causes
after ten to twelve years. During the second half of
their life, they might actually contribute to weed and
algae problems in your pond by excreting as many
nutrients as they consume. You can only remove them
by netting them in shallow water or by draining the
pond. During their active growing phase, grass carp
convert plant biomass into fish biomass and excrete few
nutrients. If too many fish are added to a pond, their
body wastes may cause a bloom of microscopic algae,
turning the water green or encouraging filamentous
algae to grow. Restocking is generally needed after
five years, when the older carp are no longer growing
rapidly. Carp are regulated by state environmental
authorities and a permit is usually needed for their
sale or release.
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Aquatic Weed-Controlling Insects
Several insects have been shown to be useful in the
control of various invasive pond plant species. The
milfoil moth (Acentria ephemerella) has sometimes
proven effective in the control of Eurasian water milfoil,
and the purple loosestrife beetle (Galerucella calmeriensis) helps control purple loosestrife. Densities of
the insects have to be fairly high for effective control.
Several of these insects can be very specific to a host
plant, so they have little or no impact on the rest of
the pond.
Although insect control of pond weeds is a promising,
no-chemical approach, research on the techniques and
species is ongoing. Insects tend to be very plant-specific,
so accurate identification of the problem pond plants
is critical. Once introduced, the insect populations
follow natural cycles in density, and their host plant
will correspondingly vary in abundance from year to
year. Availability of the insects is currently limited and
costs can be high.

Water Level Drawdown

Pond owners who have the ability to vary the water
level in their ponds can use this technique to control
many types of aquatic vegetation. Consistently lowering
the water level to expose the shoreline and pond bottom each winter will kill many reproductive structures,
such as seeds and underground rhizomes. The portion
of the pond bottom exposed to air through the winter
is much less likely to grow nuisance plants. Any plants
that germinate during the drawdown will be flooded
in the spring. Reduce the water level by several feet
in November, and then allow the pond to refill in late
winter. Note that a pump will only reduce the water
level temporarily, usually insufficiently for weed control.
Of course, low water precludes other pond uses, such
as supplying water for fire suppression. However, this
technique is especially good at keeping pond edges free
of weeds. You may see submerged weeds farther out
in the pond, but they provide a habitat for fish. Other
pond maintenance chores, such as raft removal and
dock construction, are simplified when the pond is
partially drained.
Winter drawdown has little effect on free-floating
plants, like duckweed and phytoplankton. Drawdown
requires a special water-level management device such
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as a spillway or water-control standpipe. Lowered water
levels during the winter might result in fish kills or a
reduction in amphibian and insect populations due to
freezing soils. In addition, care must be taken when a
wetland—for example, an extensive bed of emergent
aquatic herbaceous or woody plants—adjoins the pond.
These wetlands provide a valuable habitat for wildlife
and would be seriously degraded or destroyed by the
repeated water-level drawdown.

Barley Straw

Barley straw is gaining popularity as an effective,
organic remedy to algae problems. However, research
on the mechanism and its usefulness has been inconsistent. British researchers have found that barley straw
controls algae through a complicated chemical reaction that is not well understood. Pond-scale tests show
that barley straw seldom has an effect on mat-forming
algae that is floating on a pond surface. It appears
to be most effective in controlling phytoplankton in
the water, and it is generally agreed that it works by
preventing growth of new algae, not by killing existing
algae. More research is being done, but pond owners
should be wary of absolute claims regarding barley
straw’s effectiveness.
Because the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
has determined that barley straw is not a legal pesticide, it may not be sold as an algae-control product.
It is often sold and used as a pond clarifier, however.
Homeowners may apply it to their ponds, but only
with the forewarning that it may not always work as
expected. The advantage of using barley straw is that it
is inexpensive, has no known side effects, and may be
an effective remedy for controlling phytoplankton.
If you plan to apply barley straw to a pond, follow
these general recommendations:
• Apply barley straw to open water before the
last frost date in your area. The algae-clearing
properties of barley straw take several weeks to
begin.
• Determine your pond’s size in acres; then apply
200–250 pounds of barley straw per acre (about
four to five bales).
• When you get the bales, break them up and
fluff up the stems so that they make a big, loose
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pile. Stuff the barley straw into several woven
sacks, like fifty pound onion bags, shaped snow
fencing, or netting. About seven to ten pounds
of straw will fit into a full-size onion bag, and
up to thirty pounds can be stuffed into plastic
snow fencing. Insert a buoyant object into the
assembly. The secured straw should be able to
float just at the surface of the pond. Whole bales
thrown into a pond are ineffective.
• Place the floating sack on the pond surface and
anchor it to stay in place. The sacks should be
spaced around the pond to provide even coverage. Barley straw sacks should not be anchored
near the edge of the pond, except near an inflowing watercourse. Make sure they never
block the pond spillway.

Herbicides

Many pond owners avoid using chemicals in their
ponds, which is a personal decision. Pond herbicides
are convenient, and when used appropriately, they can
have a lasting effect on the target weed. Because of the
potential hazards associated with misuse, accidental
spillage, and direct human contact, most states require
a permit for the application of the pesticides. Some
states allow only licensed applicators to make pond
pesticide applications. If your state is one of them,
contact your local natural resource professionals and
obtain the services of an experienced, licensed pesticide applicator.
Many different herbicides are available for sale to
private pond owners, although there are only about
ten active ingredients that actually form the basis of
these herbicides. Some herbicides are species-specific
and others are broad-spectrum, affecting a broad range
of plant species. The active agents also differ in their
mode of action; some work systemically, killing the
entire plant, while others kill only the leaves or other
plant tissues they contact. This can leave the roots intact
for new growth. Selecting the appropriate herbicide
requires knowing the exact weed species, the size of
the patch to be treated, the volume and flow-through
properties of the pond, and pond use restrictions. It
also requires money, sprayers, boats, and hazardous
chemical storage areas.
There are some advantages to working with herbi-

cides for aquatic weed removal. These benefits include
the ease of application for large areas, the ease of application around docks and other obstructions, and
cost-effectiveness for major weed problems. However,
there are also serious disadvantages that must be
considered before adopting this strategy. Frequently,
there are delays or restrictions in using the treated
water for swimming, drinking, fishing, or irrigation.
There may be unwanted effects on other aquatic plants
or animals. For example, rapid-acting herbicides can
cause widespread plant decomposition that depletes
the dissolved oxygen in the water leading to fish kills.
Rapid decomposition of the treated plants may also
result in algal blooms or “pea-soup” conditions within
the pond. There may be delays in treatment response,
and repeated treatments may be needed to get the
desired level of weed reduction. Finally, many people
have strong negative feelings about the use of pesticides,
and these should be taken into consideration. Because
herbicides can cause radical physical, chemical, and
biological changes in pond ecology, they should be
used cautiously and judiciously.
The key to success is obtaining the required herbicide exposure time and concentration. The best
time for herbicide applications is during the first half
of the growing season, when plants are smaller and
growing rapidly, and levels of oxygen are higher due
to water temperature. There are different application
methods available. Aerial spraying, using a backpack
or handheld applicator, is generally used on foliage of
emergent plants such as cattails or giant reed grass.
This approach can be inadequate if winds cause drift
of the herbicide or if rainfall washes the herbicide off
the leaves.
For underwater applications, concentrated liquids
or solids are appropriate. Pellet or granular forms are
good for localized use, but they do not work well if
they sink deeply into soft sediments. The effectiveness
of some herbicides is reduced in water that has dense
suspended sediments or certain dissolved chemical
compounds. Especially in liquid form, herbicides do
not work as well in systems with a high flushing rate.
As a result of the varied potential problems associated
with herbicides, there are rigorous and scientifically
based application requirements listed on the labels
of every herbicide container. These precautions are
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intended to protect human and environmental health.
Disregarding herbicide instructions is a violation of
federal law.

to remove the weeds while ensuring your continued
enjoyment of the pond.

Conclusion

Borman, S., R. Korth, and J. Temte. Through the Looking Glass: A Field Guide to Aquatic Plants. Merrill,
WI: Reindl Printing, 1999.
Chadde, S. W. A Great Lakes Wetland Flora. Calumet,
MI: Pocketflora Press, 1998.
Crowe, G. E., and C. B. Hellquist. Aquatic and Wetland
Plants of Northeastern North America. Madison:
University of Wisconsin Press, 2000.
Reimer, D. N. Introduction to Freshwater Vegetation.
Westport, CT: AVI Publishing, 1984.

Aquatic plants are a critical component of every
healthy pond. The diverse species are responsible
for many ecological services that benefit your pond,
and they should not be removed without careful consideration. If you decide that your pond has a weed
problem that requires plant removal, use a combination of methods as part of a comprehensive plan that
includes follow-up monitoring and maintenance.
Careful planning and thoughtful implementation will
give you a cost-effective and environmentally safe way
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5

Attracting and
Managing Wildlife

M

any pond owners have a pond because
it attracts wildlife. The types of wildlife that
  are likely to use a pond seem endless: fish,
wading birds, waterfowl, aquatic mammals, newts
and salamanders, frogs, flying insects, aquatic insects,
songbirds, terrestrial mammals, toads, snakes, bats,
turtles, and many others (figure 5.1). It actually takes
a lot of work to prevent wildlife from inhabiting your
pond. Nonetheless, many pond owners strive to add
extra habitat to optimize the wildlife uses of their pond.

Developing a Wildlife Pond

When you considered your goals for your pond,
you might have included “wildlife habitat” as a top
priority; many people do. An existing pond can be
modified inexpensively to have more attractive habitat
elements. A new pond that is planned for wildlife has
the advantage of including unique design elements,
such as shallow underwater ledges, deep submersed
holes, and areas that are flooded periodically but not
all the time.

5.1. Invertebrates like dragonflies and damselflies rely on
standing water in ponds to complete their life cycle.
figure

for waterfowl and fish. You can get plants like these
from pond plant nurseries and native plant catalogs,
and from other ponds, as long as they are transplanted
with permission. If you have a difficult time recognizing the names, visit a nature center where a naturalist
or educator can help you recognize which plants are
native and good for wildlife. Some nurseries have staff
members who specialize in identifying and designing
with aquatic plants.

Plants and Trees Suitable for Wildlife Ponds

Plants that attract many different forms of wildlife
include cattails, sedges, grasses, rushes, irises, arrowhead, duckweed, wild rice, pickerelweed, and other
native vegetation. These plants provide food through
their seeds, roots, and leaves, cover among the stems,
and branches for nesting and molting. Submerged
plants like leafy pondweed and coontail are beneficial
61
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5.2. Trees and shrubs are an important part of developing
an excellent wildlife habitat in and around ponds.
figure

How to Encourage Wildlife
in an Existing Pond

I

f you would like to design your pond to
attract the most wildlife, you can create
special habitat features by:
• Planting diverse trees, shrubs, and other
native plants in and around the pond
• Creating “microhabitats”—small areas
designed to offer shelter for some
forms of wildlife
• Placing large basking rocks and
logs around the pond edge
• Adding artificial nesting structures.

Trees and shrubs provide food, shelter, nesting areas, and a shading effect around ponds (figure 5.2).
Since many kinds of woody plants cannot tolerate the
wetness of a pond edge, select and plant only those
recommended for pond areas. Do not plant trees or
shrubs on the pond dike, if there is one. Species of native woody plants that grow well around most ponds
are red maple, highbush cranberry (viburnum), alder,
poplar, swamp white oak, red-twig dogwood, willow,
water tupelo, buttonbush, and elderberry. Even small
clumps of cattails, sedges, and rushes will attract wildlife
with low cost and effort.
Not all pond plants attract wildlife. If you plant new
vegetation, try to select aquatic vegetation native to your
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5.3. Even a simple snag in a pond provides shelter for fish, a
foraging site, and a molting platform for dragonflies.
figure

region. These plants will have the seeds and other parts
that are appropriate for wildlife in the area. They are
less likely to become a nuisance and will help restore
habitats that have been lost elsewhere.
Pond vegetation tends to prefer certain zones for
optimal growth. For example, water lilies require
continuous water cover, whereas rushes grow well
in shallow water that periodically dries down for a
short duration. When you are planning your wildlife
plantings around a pond, ask for tips about what
plants match the water-level fluctuation at the edge of
your pond. Draw an overhead diagram of your pond
and plot out where you intend to plant the various
forms of vegetation, based on the depth or nearness
of standing water.

Wildlife Pond Microhabitats

Many pond creatures rely on microhabitats—small
areas in and around the pond that are especially shallow, deep, or concealed. Microhabitats have a distinct
structure that is slightly different from the engineered
shape of the pond. If you create these areas during
construction, you will be rewarded with lots of interesting wildlife as your pond fills and matures over
the years.
In existing ponds, use a shovel to dig coves and
holes along the pond edge. These areas attract insects,
frogs, turtles, and small fish. Small islands or mounds
near the shore also add diversity and create spaces for
wildlife. Shallow pools separated from the pond by
a submerged ridge are especially attractive to frogs,
because they provide protection from fish that might
prey on them.

Rocks and Logs
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One of the easiest, cheapest, and more effective ways
to enjoy wildlife in your pond is to build rock outcroppings or add half-submerged logs and branches to the
pond edge. Turtles use flat, sunny rocks and logs for
sunning their cold-blooded bodies. Frogs, dragonflies,
salamanders, toads, raccoons, snakes, fish, and countless other animals rely on these structures for sunning,
breeding, protection, and food supply (figure 5.3).
Anchor durable oak or cedar logs so that they float
near the bank. Avoid species like willow, which will
sprout branches, and pine, which will decompose
quickly. Where possible, allow a tree to fall into the
water, with branches and limbs sticking into and out
of the water and the trunk resting on the bank.
If you add rocks to the pond edge, make sure that
you allow vegetation to grow up to conceal a portion
of the rocky area. The vegetation provides the shelter
and food some animals need to make use of the rocks.
The rock pile should have at least one flat slab, angled
down to the water surface so that creatures can crawl
up on it.

Nesting Structures

Nesting structures are wooden boxes, tripod structures, or small rafts that provide shelter for breeding
birds and waterfowl. Wood duck boxes have been
used around ponds, and they can also be placed in
concealed, woodland locations near the pond as well.
      Smaller nest boxes are likely to attract swallows and
other cavity-nesting birds. Purple Martins prefer a
special martin house, with its many nest holes. They
prefer to nest near open water where they feast daily
on pond insects. Bats may occupy a bat box closer to
a pond, where their food source is in abundance.
If you have a pond that covers an acre or more, tripods and other special waterfowl nesting structures
may attract different kinds of ducks and geese. Smaller
ponds might be visited by these birds, but usually they
are too small to host a breeding population. Some
waterfowl nest near ponds, so it is especially beneficial
to maintain a proper habitat for many acres around a
wildlife pond (figure 5.4).
For instructions and guidance regarding nesting
structures, refer to one of the many different books
available on wildlife housing. The Natural Resources
Conservation Service and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife

5.4. A grassland nesting habitat near a pond can make it
more attractive to waterfowl like the blue-winged teal.
figure

Common Pond Practices That
Reduce Wildlife Habitat

S

ome pond owners unintentionally make
  their pond less attractive to wildlife by:

• Excessive mowing and trimming of pond
edge vegetation, which eliminates food and
cover,
• Misuse of herbicides and algaecides, which
reduces the plant population to the point
that it cannot support aquatic life,
• Oversimplifying the aquatic habitat by giving
their pond steep sides and a uniform bowl
shape, which reduces cover, or
• Allowing too much human activity, thus
discouraging many kinds of wildlife.

Service provide instructions on how to best manage
a pond for waterfowl. Local cooperative extension
offices also have publications about how to attract
wildlife to your pond.

Pond Chemicals and Wildlife

Most pond chemicals are formulated to have a
minimal impact on wildlife. Some chemicals can accumulate in the fatty tissue of frogs, birds, and fish.
Pond owners who use chemicals to clarify water or
reduce pond weeds can jeopardize the population of
wildlife in the pond, especially if the chemicals are
AT TRACTING AND MANAGING WILDLIFE
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used improperly. It is very important to read algaecide
and herbicide labels fully to understand if there are
any risks to wildlife. Extension educators can access
pesticide information profiles to help you determine
if a particular pond chemical poses an unnecessary
risk to wildlife in your pond.

Information Resources

Biebighauser, T. R. A Guide to Creating Vernal Pools.
Morehead, KY: USDA Forest Service Publications,
2003.
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Colburn, E. A. Vernal Pools: Natural History and Conservation. Granville, OH: McDonald & Woodward,
2004.
Henderson, C. L. Woodworking for Wildlife: Homes for
Birds and Mammals. St. Paul, MN: Nongame Wildlife
Program Dept. of Natural Resources, 1992.
Pierce, G. J. Adaptive Modes in Wetland Plants. West
Clarksville, NY: Southern Tier Consulting, 1994.
Reid, G. K. Pond Life. New York: Golden Press, 1967.
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6

Pond Recreation, Safety,
and Fire Suppression

P

ond owners are responsible for the activities
that occur in their ponds. Even if the owner
has no knowledge of a person using a pond
for recreation, in the event of an accident the owner
can be held liable if safety measures were not taken
in advance. Young children who play near a pond are
especially at risk. Pond owners can take several steps
to reduce the risk of injury and death associated with
ponds. Adult supervision, fencing, signs, and safety
equipment make a big difference in providing pond
safety and peace of mind.

Swimming

figure 6.1.

Swimming is one of the more popular recreational
uses of ponds, and it is the activity that holds the greatest risk for injury and death. Dozens of people die and
thousands are injured in pond swimming accidents
each year. Many of the victims are children, but adults
are also at risk of injury in ponds.
When children are swimming in a pond, they must
be supervised constantly by adults. Hazards like deep
holes, stringy weeds, docks, and rafts—coupled with
loss of balance, panic, and fear—can cause injury or
death. It is difficult to monitor underwater conditions, so adults must be sure they can see children as
they swim, dive, and play games. Children are easily
distracted when they are near ponds, even when they
are given firm commands from an adult. Adults must
recognize themselves as responsible for children’s safety.
Adult drowning is also possible, so even adults should
be discouraged from swimming alone.

Use signs to notify people of the potential hazards of
your pond

Ponds used for swimming should have a designated
swimming area, roped off with bright, floating nylon
rope. The swimming area should be maintained to
correct bottom irregularities and minimize aquatic
weeds, and an area for adults should be identified.
A “safety station” should be created to provide ready
instructions and equipment for pond swimmers. Safety
equipment can include a long, stout “reach” pole, a
substantial length of nylon rope with a life ring or other
floatation device on one end, and emergency telephone
numbers and phone locations. Rules about pond use
should be reinforced regularly among young people
and their families in the neighboring area.
Remote ponds are attractive to older youths and
adults for swimming and fishing. To reduce liability,
pond owners should place fencing and signs around all
ponds to prevent unsupervised use. The fencing should

POND
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be safe, unobstructed, and placed far enough back from
the pond edge to allow access and maintenance. Normally, fences are located at the base of the dike and six
to ten feet away from other pond edges. In the winter,
these fences make it clear where snow-covered ponds
are located so that all-terrain vehicles and snowmobiles
do not break through the ice unexpectedly. Prominent
signs should warn of hazards, with large, bold lettering
on a bright background (figure 6.1). Use signs with the
words “No Swimming,” “Swimming Area,” “Danger,”
or other important warnings.
Do not use agriculture ponds for swimming; the risk
of chemical contact or bacterial contamination is too
high. Ponds used for livestock should be off-limits for
all human activity. In addition, ponds that are used
for pesticide applications or that consistently produce
a foul odor, are excessively algae-laden, or are cloudy
should not be used for swimming.

Pond Beaches

One way to enjoy ponds is by adding a beach—a
sandy or gravelly shore area intended for wading.
Constructed beaches provide a safe area for small
children and reduce the unpleasant feeling of pond
muck squishing between a wader’s toes. Pond beaches
generally are inhospitable to leeches, so nuisance
contact with leeches is minimized.
Although it is tempting to simply dump a truckload
of sand at the edge of a pond, this approach will seldom
produce a desirable beach. Sand and gravel will mingle
with pond silt, causing the “beach” to disappear into
weeds and muck. Because beach construction involves
excavation, check to see if your pond has a clay liner
by referring to construction documents or taking a
core sample. Where a clay liner is installed, beach
construction may not be feasible without also creating
a major leak. This situation requires additional beach

How to Control Leeches

L

eeches are flat, dark, segmented worms with
small sucking organs at both ends. They
have a reputation for being aggressive, bloodsucking parasites, but actually they are an important food source for fish and other aquatic organisms. They can be found swimming in mucky
waters in lakes, ponds, streams, and marshes. In
some ponds, conditions favor large populations
of leeches, which are unpleasant for some swimmers and waders. Leeches generally do not pose
a hazard to humans or fish, but fear and misunderstanding can make a small problem seem
significant. If you get a leech on your skin, apply
salt, rubbing alcohol, or salt water to the leech so
that it will dislodge itself. Clean the site and apply antibiotic ointment and a dressing.
A healthy population of predatory fish—bass
and bluegills—will minimize the population of
leeches in a pond. If the pond has a good fish
habitat (proper temperatures and sheltering vegetation), the nuisance of leeches will be noticeably reduced.
Leeches can be captured with leech traps, but
trapping them will not reduce the population
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significantly. Use an empty coffee can with a
plastic lid. Punch small holes in the lid, place
a rock (as a weight) and raw meat inside, and
replace the lid. Set the trap in water one to
three feet deep and embed the trap partway in
the pond bottom. Leeches will be attracted to
the meat and are likely to remain in the coffee
can for many days. After a week or two, inspect
the trap and dispose of its contents. Failure to
dispose of the contents will allow leeches to reproduce, and eventually they will exit the can in
search of food.
If a pond has water-level control features,
the water level can be lowered by three feet in
early winter. This will expose the shallow mud
to freezing temperatures, thus killing the dormant leeches. This technique can also kill other
aquatic organisms buried in the shallow mud,
including insects, turtles, and frogs.
Another way to deal with leech concerns is to
create a beach area in the pond that is free of the
mucky conditions leeches prefer. See the section
below about beach construction for details.
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engineering and technical advice.
To construct a pond beach, mark out with stakes
where the beach is to be located—both on the shore
and in the water. Drain the pond below the farthest
part of the planned beach so that the entire site is
exposed to dry air. Using excavation equipment or
hand tools, dig out the entire beach area to eighteen to
twenty-four inches deep, making a shallow and wide
box. Lay geotextile fabric along the bottom and sides
of the excavated area and backfill with five to six inches
of washed gravel. Add another layer of geotextile fabric
over the gravel and backfill with six to eight inches of
masonry sand. Lay down one more layer of geotextile
fabric and top off the beach with four to six inches of
masonry sand. These layers will provide stability to
the beach for several years and reduce the tendency of
muck to pump up through the gravel and sand base.
Allow the pond to refill up to the original depth, and
monitor the beach for encroachment of muck and
organic debris.

Ice Sports

If you plan to use your pond for ice skating, establish a strict standard for safe skating. It is difficult to
determine ice thickness from the shore or even when
standing on the pond surface. Ice can melt both from
the top and from the bottom. Test holes are needed to
accurately measure ice thickness. Use a chisel, drill,
or ice auger to check the ice. Pond ice should be clear
and thick—at least three inches to support one adult
with no equipment and six inches for group activities
like hockey.
To form safe ice, the weather must be calm, with an
air temperature consistently below 25ºF. Ice is normally
near its melting point, so temperatures above 25ºF
do not create safe ice. Deep water freezes much more
slowly than shallow water. A spring-fed pond is likely to
freeze very slowly because warmer water is constantly
flowing into the pond from the spring.
After ice has formed on the pond, any new snow
should be removed as soon as possible; otherwise, the
surface may become coated with weaker “snow ice.”
This cloudy ice is formed when wet snow falls on top of
cold ice. Snow ice tends to be weak and melts easily.
Removing snow from ice can be hazardous if it is
not done properly. Wherever snow is piled on the ice,
it acts as an insulating blanket and will soften some of

the ice underneath, which makes the snow pile very
difficult to move. Always clear a larger area off the
ice than you think you will need. Subsequent snow
removals will not go as far as the first few. Spread snow
piles out, so the weight does not buckle one part of
the pond ice.
Cracks on frozen ponds are normal as temperatures change and the ice settles. However, cracks can
become a hazard to skaters. Small cracks can be resurfaced with a bucket of water. Spread the water evenly
when temperatures are near or below 20ºF to ensure
a smooth surface.
One of the most dangerous conditions around ponds
in the winter is ice that is separated from the shore. The
separated ice is very likely to be too weak to support
human activity. Salt runoff, algae content, silt, and
other impurities can weaken the ice. Monitor water
quality during the summer to ensure good ice during
the winter. In the winter, pond agitation that is intended
to reduce ice cover to support fish health can make an
entire pond surface unsafe for ice sports.
Ice becomes weaker with more activity scouring the
surface. Hockey, ice fishing, and paired skating place
more weight on a portion of a pond ice surface. The
ice sheet must be thick enough—at least six inches—to
accommodate these group activities. Motorized vehicles, like all-terrain vehicles, snowmobiles, snow
blowers, and garden tractors place great stress on ice
surfaces and can unexpectedly fatigue the surface. They
too must be supported by at least six inches of hard ice.
      Avoid being on pond ice alone or at night. Mishaps
occur quickly, especially among young children, who
may not be aware of ice dangers and are least able to
rescue themselves. Signs and fences should be used
to warn children and solo adults from standing on
frozen ponds. Keep a lightweight ladder attached to a
rope near frozen ponds as a rescue device. If you fall
through the ice, call for help loudly and constantly. If
possible, move to a stable ice area and roll onto the
surface, wet clothes and all. Seek emergency medical
assistance immediately.

Fire Suppression with Rural Ponds

Ponds can provide thousands of gallons of water in
an emergency. However, improper maintenance can
restrict the amount of water that is available from a
pond. Although many pond owners consider their
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or terrain, it cannot be employed for a speedy
fire response.

Dry Hydrants

6.2. Dry hydrants can supply water for fire suppression only
if there is a stable surface for fire equipment.
figure

ponds a likely source of water for a fire on their own
property, they may not realize that their entire community can benefit from their efforts to maintain
a pond as a rural water supply. Access to water can
make a big difference for your neighbors, whether
they live on adjacent farms or are non-farmers living
in the country.
If you plan on using a pond for fire suppression,
you should calculate the number of gallons of water
available in your pond. Deduct about one-third of the
pond volume to provide the water necessary to prevent
suction problems during high-volume pumping. To
calculate the number of gallons in your pond, you need
the surface square footage and average depth. Multiply
these two numbers to get the total cubic feet. Multiply
the cubic feet by 7.5 to determine how many gallons of
water are in the pond (see pond volume calculations in
chapter 1). The amount of water in the pond available
for fire suppression will be somewhat less, depending
on the shape and depth of the pond.
Several other important considerations apply to the
use of ponds for fire suppression:
• Calculations of capacity should be made during
the summer, when ponds generally are at their
lowest level.
• When ponds are frozen, they have a substantially reduced amount of water available for fire
suppression.
• Pond silt and debris can unknowingly reduce
pond capacity.
• If a pond is difficult to access due to soft ground
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Dry hydrants are typically installed as six-inch PVC
or metal pipes, running from the pond to a spot where
heavy fire vehicles can park and fill with pond water
(figure 6.2). The only visible portion is the capped
pipe that exits the ground, ready for hook-up. Dry
hydrants improve the process of obtaining pond water
by providing a safe and accessible pumping location,
prior consent to use the water, and reduced water
relay time.
If you have or plan to install a dry hydrant, be sure
to notify and cooperate with the local fire department.
These hydrants cost between six hundred and twelve
hundred dollars to install, depending on materials
and the fees for contractor services. A written water
use agreement should be in effect, signed by the pond
owner and the fire chief. If you are not sure of the
status of a water use agreement, check with the fire
department or the county emergency management
coordinator.
A dry hydrant is useful but not required for obtaining water from a pond. Many rural fire departments
have floating pumps and screened supply lines for
this purpose. If you are planning to supply water for
fire suppression, discuss the options with your fire
department so your understanding of their capabilities
is clear ahead of time.

Maintenance of Fire Suppression Ponds

The goal of fire pond maintenance is to ensure unobstructed access to thousands of gallons of pond water.
This goal can be easily integrated with other pond uses,
including fishing, swimming, and irrigation.
If you have a dry hydrant connected to a pond, check
the underwater intake pipe regularly for silt, weeds,
and other obstructions. The pipe should have a screen
and anti-vortex attachment to keep debris and air from
entering the pipe. The intake should be checked seasonally and tested annually. If silt becomes a problem,
the intake can be elevated with a section of pipe.
Weeds and algae can become a problem if they
grow to obstruct water supply. Weeds can be blocked
with bottom barriers, harvested by hand or tools, or
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suppressed with colorants. Keep in mind that chemical herbicides kill plants, but the stems may linger for
longer periods, creating an intake obstruction.
The dry hydrant should be accessible by large fire
vehicles year-round. Keep the access area stabilized
and clear of vegetation. Reflective signs help the fire
department locate the hydrant at night and in inclement weather. Dry hydrants should also be constructed
to prevent freezing.
If the pond does not have a dry hydrant, pond owners
should designate an entry area for fire supply lines.
This portion of the pond edge should be stable and
level, with no obstructions. It should be easily accessible from the road by large vehicles. If you are
uncertain about the feasibility of using your pond
for fire suppression, work with fire officials to make a
determination ahead of time.
In the winter, an ice-free surface can be created by
floating a bale of straw, a log, foam blocks, or a plastic
barrel half-filled with water. These items can be broken
out of the ice with less effort than it takes to chip a
hole in the ice.

In the past, some farm and home insurers offered
a “pond credit” to property owners if the property
included a pond suitable as a water supply for fire
suppression. Few, if any, insurers currently offer this
credit. Check with your policyholder for the most
up-to-date guidelines.

Pond Owner Liability

Many outdoor private recreation lawsuits are related
to water-oriented activities like swimming and fishing. Whether or not a landowner can be held liable
for an injury or death in a private pond depends on
the age of the people involved, state recreational liability laws, and the extent to which the pond owner
warned or protected others from harm in their pond.
Landowners can sometimes be held liable for injuries
to people trespassing and swimming in a pond. If you
own a pond, you should verify that your property insurance provides protection against such unfortunate
circumstances and you should put in place the safety
recommendations noted above.
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Appendix A

Pond Assessment Form
Fill out as much of the following information about your pond as possible. This information will be helpful if
you need help solving a future pond problem. Keep separate records if you manage more than one pond.

Pond Construction
Year pond was constructed ___________________
Name and address of the person that built the pond
Name_____________________________________________________________________________
Contact information _________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
Name and address of local pond consultant
Name _____________________________________________________________________________
Address ___________________________________________________________________________
City ___________________________________

State ________

Zip _______________________

Phone _________________________________

Fax ______________________________________

E-Mail ____________________________________________________________________________

Pond Watershed
What are the land uses around or upstream from your pond? Check all that apply and circle uses that are
more predominant:
☐ Mown lawn		

☐ House and garage

☐ Septic system drainage field		

☐ Paved, gravel, or dirt road or drive

☐ Forest			

☐ Golf course

☐ Brushy field		

☐ Livestock or horse farm

☐ Another pond		

☐ Ditch or stream

☐ Cropland			

☐ Pasture
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Is there a buffer strip of unmown grass or shrubs around the pond? ☐ Yes ☐ No
If so, the buffer strip is _________ ft.

Type of Water Supply
☐ Springs    ☐ Stream    ☐ Surface Runoff     ☐ Pumped Well

Structural Inspection Checklist
Dam/dike/embankment
☐ Detected and fixed erosion
☐ Remove large trees or shrubs
☐ No sign of obvious leaks
☐ No sign of rodent holes from groundhogs, muskrats, etc.
☐ Healthy mown cover of grass exists

Spillway—principal or auxiliary
☐ Checked and repaired erosion
☐ Removed debris
☐ Healthy herbaceous cover of grass exists where needed

Overflow Pipe
☐ Pipe free of debris and flowing freely
☐ Outlet pipe free of debris
☐ Suitable trash guard exists
☐ Pipe at correct elevation
☐ Auxiliary spillway ready to divert torrential storm flow

Fences/signs
☐ Fence visible and functional
☐ Signs visible and legible

Water Level
☐ No obvious drop in water level below overflow pipe

Roads
☐ Access road open for fire trucks

Pond Measurements (see chapter 1)
Approximate surface area of the pond = _________ square feet
Area of pond in acres = square feet divided by 43,560 sq. ft. per acre = __________ acres
Approximate average depth of the pond = _________ feet
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Volume of water in pond (area × depth) = _________ acre-feet

Note: Ponds with high dike and/or large volume may be subject to dam safety regulations and inspection.
Photographs of pond available? ☐ Yes ☐ No
Picture taken from what location? __________________________________________________________
Construction photos or plans? ☐ Yes ☐ No
Picture taken from what location?__________________________________________________________

Water Test Results
			

Date Collected

Result

Summer surface temperature

____________

_________________________________________

Summer bottom temperature

____________

_________________________________________

Total coliform bacteria

____________

_________________________________________

Fecal coliform bacteria

____________

_________________________________________

E. coli bacteria 		

____________

_________________________________________

pH 			

____________

_________________________________________

Dissolved oxygen

____________

_________________________________________

Alkalinity 		

____________

_________________________________________

Hardness 		

____________

_________________________________________

Turbidity 		

____________

_________________________________________

Nitrate 			

____________

_________________________________________

Ammonia 		

____________

_________________________________________

Phosphate 		

____________

_________________________________________

Iron or other metals

____________

_________________________________________

Giardia or other protozoans

____________

_________________________________________

Aquatic Plants and Weeds
Submerged plants: ______________________________________________________________________
Algae: ☐ Yes ☐ No Location seen: ______________________________________________________
Floating plants: _________________________________________________________________________
Emergent plants: _______________________________________________________________________

Aquatic Plant Control Practices
Herbicide applications—herbicide applied, target plant, dose, effectiveness
Date

Product / amount		

Permit valid until

_________

___________________________

_________________________________________

_________

___________________________

_________________________________________
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Grass carp (white amur) stockings
Date

Number of fish		

Source of fish

_________

___________________________

_________________________________________

_________

___________________________

_________________________________________

Mechanical harvesting
Date

Weed/location		

Tool/technique

_________

___________________________

_________________________________________

_________

___________________________

_________________________________________

POND FISH
New fish stocked
Date

Fish species		

Amount

Source

_________

___________________________

_____________ ___________________________

_________

___________________________

_____________ ___________________________

Fishery survey
Date

Typical hook and line experience: species, size, harvest

_________

_______________________________________________________________________

_________

_______________________________________________________________________

_________

_______________________________________________________________________

_________

_______________________________________________________________________

_________

_______________________________________________________________________

_________

_______________________________________________________________________

_________

_______________________________________________________________________

Known fish kills
Date

Likely cause

_________

_______________________________________________________________________

_________

_______________________________________________________________________

Permit History
Include information on all current and past permits related to the pond construction or management.
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Appendix B

Sources of Pond
Maintenance Supplies

L

ocally owned businesses in most communities can provide all the supplies that a pond owner needs.
Farm stores, aquatic plant dealers, garden centers, and contractor supply businesses can usually order
any materials or equipment you might need to keep your pond in the desired condition. Check with
these enterprises for local advice, assistance with regulated chemicals, and the products you are seeking.
If you are unable to find a local business, you may want to consider one of the regional or national pond and
aquaculture supply retailers. The following list is for your convenience only. No endorsement is implied.
Aquatic Eco-Systems, Inc., Apopka, FL (national)
1-877-347-4788
http://www.aquaticeco.com/
Agri-Drain Corporation, Adair, IA (national)
1-800-232-4742
http://www.agridrain.com/
Forestry Suppliers, Jackson, MS (national)
1-800-647-5368
http://www.forestry-suppliers.com/
Lake Doctors (regional—Florida, Ohio, Tennessee, Kentucky, South Carolina)
1-800-666-5253
http://www.lakedoctors.com/
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Photo and Image Credits
The photo in figure 1 is reprinted by permission of the USDA Photography Center (R. W. Hufnagle, photographer). The figure 4.8 photo is printed courtesy of the U.S. Geological Survey. The figure 6.2 photo is printed
courtesy of U.S. Department of Agriculture, Natural Resources Conservation Service. The images in figures
3.4–3.16 are printed courtesy of New York State Department of Environmental Conservation. The following
photos are printed courtesy of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service: figure 2.1 (photo by Dave Menke); figure
3.3 (photo by Eric Engbretson); figure 5.1 (photo by Steve Hillebrand); figure 5.2 (photo by John and Karen
Hollingsworth); figure 5.4 (photo by Dave Menke). Data for figure 1.1 and drawings for figures 1.7–1.9 were
provided by Bryan Swistock. Photos for the following figures were provided by Jim Ochterski: 2, 3, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4,
1.5, 1.6, 1.10, 1.12, 1.14, 2.1–2.7, 2.9, 2.10, 4.1–4.7, 5.3, and 6.1.
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About NRAES

RAES, the Natural Resource, Agriculture,
and Engineering Service is a not-for-profit
program dedicated to assisting land grant university faculty and others in increasing the public availability of research- and experience-based knowledge.
NRAES is sponsored by several land grant universities
in the eastern United States. We receive administrative
support from Cornell University, the host university.
When you buy books from NRAES, you are helping
to improve the accessibility of land grant university
knowledge. While 15% of NRAES’ annual income is
provided by member universities, the funds to publish
new books and coordinated new conferences come
from our customers through book sales, conference
registrations, and occasional project-specific grants.
NRAES publishes practical books of interest to fruit
and vegetable growers, landscapers, dairy and livestock
producers, natural resource managers, soil and water
conservation district staff, consumers, landowners,
and professionals interested in agricultural waste management and composting. NRAES books are used in
cooperative extension programs, in college courses, as
management guides, and for self-directed learning.

NRAES
Cooperative Extension
PO Box 4557
Ithaca, New York 14852-4557

NRAES publishes two types of books: peer-reviewed
books and conference proceedings. Our peer-reviewed
books are evaluated prior to publication for technical
accuracy and usefulness to the intended audience. The
reviewers may include university faculty, extension
educators, potential users, and interested persons from
government and agribusiness. Conference proceedings are not peer-reviewed. However, the authors of
papers presented at NRAES-sponsored conferences
are chosen for their recognized expertise. NRAES also
distributes some videos related to waste management
and fruit and vegetable production.
NRAES was started in 1974 and was originally known
as the Northeast Regional Agricultural Engineering
Service. In 1987, with encouragement from member
university extension directors, NRAES began offering
its services to faculty from all disciplines at member
universities. In 1998, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and
State University joined the original thirteen member
universities. Our name was changed in 1998 to reflect
the expansion of NRAES beyond the Northeast and the
broadening scope of our books and conferences. Contact us for more information or a free book catalog.

Phone: (607) 255-7654
Fax: (607) 254-8770
E-mail: nraes@cornell.edu
Web site: www.nraes.org

Marty Sailus, NRAES Director

